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Introduction
Development of the Nursing Process in
Ireland was formally organised in 1981
when twenty hospitals were nominated as
national centres of development and the
Research Officer of an Bard was appointed
as co-ordinator. In each centre a contact
person was appointed who attends a
Liaison Group which meets three times a
year to discuss future developments and
exchange ideas. In addition the Research
Officer visits the centres at regular intervals
to give advice and help and introduce
change.
The idea of organising this seminar was
generated by the need to share with other
members of the Nursing Profession some
of the experiences of the national centres
involved in development in this country.
The seminar was successful in this aim as
more than 150 people attended and
through both the plenary sessions and the
workshop programmes, in which all
participated, were given the opportunity to
learn more about the Nursing Process and
its implication for the Nursing Profession
in Ireland.
The programme for the two and a half days
can be divided into three areas. The first
day was concerned with setting the scene
both internationally and nationally; the
second day was devoted to education, first
looking at the nature of nursing and in two'
subsequent plenary papers examining the
educational requirements; the third day
continued the educational theme when
Bard A1tranais video "New Arrival - Ward 3"
was presented with an accompanying talk
on the use of a video as a learning tool.
In the final session the chairmen of the
workshops reported back on their work and
some of the more practical aspects of using
the Nursing Process were highlighted. The
seminar generated much interst and
comment. Many centres have since begun
taking preliminary steps towards the
Nursing Process and Bard A1tranais video
is' being used extensively. The Nursing
Process is now included as a topic in

several educational programmes and is
regarded as an important way forward by
the profess ion.

\

MISS E. S. FARMER
PROGRAMME MANAGER, W.H.O. MEDIUM-TERM PROGRAMME
ON NURSING/MIDWIFERY
.
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When thinking of ways to describe for you
the multinational study of needs for
nursing, I was reminded of a rather
humourous (but nevetheless accurate)
outline on the research process, called the
.'Island of Research'. fts you will see from
the outline (Appendix 1), there are many
paths which can be taken - some·
desirable, some less so, and there are
many obstacles to overcome. The multinational study represents a unique
international experience in nursing, an
incredible journey through vast, largely
unchartered, territory. I would like to
describe this journey using the
"Landmarks" on the 'Island of Research '.

Bay of Literature
The reasons for undertaking a multinational study of needs for nursing are
revealed in the 'Bay of Literature'.
Health seNices provision and resource
allocation are based on assumptions and
assertions about human needs and the
methods by which needs may be identified
and met (1,2,3). Unprecedented social,
scientific and technological changes have
increased the complexity of caring and
brought fresh challenges to those
responsible for this provision of health
care. The literature suggests that morbidity
and mortality statistics are questionable
indicators of health, and there is increasing
social and political pressure to develop
more appropriate methods for measuring
health and needs (4).
The practice of nursing has not escaped
the critical public eye. There is evidence of
practice based on inadequate problem
definition, subjective recall of evidence and
unsophisticated generalising (5,6,7).
Confronted with the dilemmas arising from
ambiguous definitions of health and
needs, and with demands for a critical
reappraisal of the foundaitons for practice,
nurses from many countries within the
European Region of W.H.O. came together
to share their concerns, and to try to

establish some means of resolving the
difficulties (8). This coming together in a
common bond of concern represents entry
(on our map) into the 'City of Hope'.

City of Hope
The concerns expressed by that group of
nurses, meeting in 1974, may be gathered
under four, headings:
• organis:ation and management of,
nursing and midwifery services;
• education;
• resource planning;
• nursing 'process.
These areas of concern rest on certain
assumptions about nursing. The most
important of these assumptions are that:(i) people have needs which are
susceptible to nursing interventions;
(ii) nursing requires skills and knowledge
drawn from the biological and social
sciences as well as from the
humanities and
(iii) nurses function as members of multidisciplinary teams' (9).
The deliberations of the group resulted in
the preparation of an outline of the areas
requiring consideration, but decisions
needed to be made on how to proceed.
This is our entry into the 'Jungle of
Authority' .

Jungle of Authority
International collaboration in matters of
health has its beginnings in the
widespread concern about the social and
economic effects of the epidemics of the
19th Century (10). The belief in
international co-operation in heal.th care
has sUNived two world wars, and has
grown in the aftermath. In .1948, the
machinery for facilitating international
collaboration in health was restructured in
the form of the World Health Organisation.
As a specialised agency within the United
Nations system, the World Health
Organisation is responsible for coordinating work in different countries by
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different groups and individuals in many
branches of medicine and health;
"The essence of W.H.O's work is the
application of scien'tific knowledge and
skilled manpower to the study of health
problems and to the search for solutions to
them".
The World Health Organisation is divided
into six regions. The European Region has
33 Member States, is the second-largest of
all the Regions, and is the only Region
which retains a Nursing Unit.
Six distinct but complementary
mechanisms are used to facilitate the work
of W.H.O. These mechanisms are:
• Consultants and .temporaryadvisers:
people w(th" special skills and expertise
required to address a particular
problem. These "outside experts" work
with W.H.O. for periods ranging from a
week to several months.
• Expert committees: these are "expert
advisory groups" which meet
periodically to provide information and
give advice on a wide range of healthrelated subjects. Members of these
committees function on their own
initiative; that is, they are not constrained
by respective government policies.
• Study groups: have an exploratory
function which is supplementary to the
work of expert committees.
• Advisory Committee on Medical
Research and scientific groups: whose
functions are to stimulate and appraise
research conducted within the
Organisation.
• Other technical meetings: convened on
an ad hoc basis to discuss current and
future lines of work, and to make
recommendations
• W.H.O. Collaborating Centres (11).
In addition to these methods of working,
W.H.O. employs administrative and
technical staff who are deployed in various
departments.
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As part of the overall strategy for achieving
its purpose, the Organisation favours
Medium Term Programming, which means
that programmes have an approximate
duration of eight years. Following the
meeting in 1974 to discuss the problems
in nursing, it was proposed that the
concerns identified then could be
addressed through a Medium Term
Programme in Nursing.
Recognising that though some work could
begin in each of the four areas .identified
(management, education, resource
planning, nursing process), there was
general support for the view, expressed in
a W.H.O. Report (1977), that the
identification of health-related needs
should form the basis for planning health
care services. Consequently, most of the
attention within the Medium Term
Programme has focused on the nursing
process 'component which, it' was decided,
should be developed through a
multinational study.
To facilitate the conduct of the study, eight
collaborating centres were established in
seven countries: Belgium, Denmark,
Finland, France, Poland, Switzerland, and
two in the United Kingdom (in Edinburgh
and Manchester). The criteria for the
designation of collaborating centres
associated with the Medium Term
Programme are very elaborate, but in
summary it may be said that the primary
requirement is that there should be
adequate academic and technical
resources available to assist in the
development and conduct of the proposed
multinational study. Some collaborating
centres are therefore situated in University
Departments of Nursing; others are
located within Government Departments,
and in teaching hospitals.
Each collaborating centre appointed a
programme manager who functioned in
the capacity of temporary adviser to
W.H.O., meeting, with the other programme
managers and members of the Nursing

Unit within the Regional Office for Europe,
two to three times per year to plan and
review developments. At county level, the
programme managers were responsible for
developing the clinical areas within which
the study was carried out. These clinical
areas were called Type I participating
centres, and within each centre there was
identified·a contact person, who provided
a link for management purpose.
Although the study was th.e main focus of
the nursing process component of the
Medium Term Programme in Nursing/
Midwifery, there were two less specific
goals. These were: to encourage nurses
within the European Region of W.H.O. to
discuss, and exchange information about
nursing and to generate interest in using
the systematic method as the means of
providing the most appropriate nursing
care for individuals. To try to meet the
wider goals within the nursing process
component of the programme, Type II and
III participating centres were established
in countries throughout the European
Region. Type I participating centres were
also established in countries where there
were no collaborating centres; that is, in
Norway, Czechoslovakia, Greece and
Yugoslavia. The participating centres (of all
types) were linked to the Regional Office in
Copenhagen through a collaborating
centre or, in some situations, a direct link
was formed with W.H.O. The establishment
of collaborating centres in nursing was the
primary strategy for accomplishing the
work.
The other frontline strategies for the
development and conduct of the study
were: an advisory committee, technical
meetings, consultants and temporary
advisers.
Having set up an elaQorate network .of
participating centres, as the first strand in
the study development, and come to terms
with the complex machinery of W.H.O., we
left the 'Jungle of Authority' and
ventured into the 'Problem Range' where

we had to traver~e the 'Pinnacle of
Dogmatism' and negotiate the 'Peaks of
Confusion'. These landmarks represent
the stage in the research process of
problem definition and statement of the
study objectives. In an atmosphere of
enthusiasm and excitement about potential
developments in nursing, there is a great
temptation to try to extend the realms of
the possible. However, when exploring
uncharted territory it is first necessary to
describe what exists before attempting to
explain the why of certain observations or
events. In other words, before tackling the
mountains one first has to practice on the
molehills. So, in the 'Problem Range' (and
throughout the Journey) there were
lessons to be learne.d in negotiation and
compromise. At this point in the study, a
consultant was appointed to provide
research expertise, to co-ordinate the work,
and in general terms to help in the descent
from spectacular heights to the realms of
the possible.
Sources of funding for the project range
from Government Health Departments to
nurses' organisations and private
companies. For some, the route through
'Money Pass' was very straight; for others,
the path was a little more tortuous.

Research Design
In the summer of 1980, the study outline
(which represents the route map in the
analogy) was elaborated: The multinational
study would be a descriptive study of
needs for nursing in two specific groups
of patients:
Elderly:
• those aged 65 years +;
• both sexes;
• in institutional and community settings;
• accessible to organised nursing
services,
Surgical:
• those aged 17-64 years;
• both sexes;
• in an institutional setting:
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• non-emergency (elective) surgery;
• accessible to organised nursing
services.
The study had ten objectives categorised
within four content areas:
• assessment of needs;
• objectives for care;
• nursing interventions and
• patient outcomes.
The study, which used the nursing process
as a foundation for data collection, had
two phases'within which there were three
strands of development:
• establishment of the centre network;
• design development and
• education.
The centre development has already been
described. The strands of design
development and education within phase
one of the study procedure were pursued
along almost parallel lines. The development of the study design and educational
components was carried out by working
groups of programme managers, under the
direction of a consultant.
Study Design/Instruments
The study design and instrument
development had to take into account the
specific research target as well as the
wider goals of the programme; that is, the
introduction of the nursing process as the
method of providing the most appropriate
nursing care for individuals. Since the
method and the educational preparation
needed to meet the goals of the research
and the clinical innovation were the same,
the instruments were designed to fulfil a
dual role as research tools and clinical
tools to permit the systematic
documentation of nursing.
The nursing process is a systematic method
of assessing, planning and evaluating
nu'rsing care. It is a term which is used to
describe nursing's particular use of the
scientific method. The method is simple its complexity lies in the complexity of
nursing, to which the method is applied.
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The content of the educational component
of the study had to try to bring about a
reappraisal of the foundations for nursing
practice; to introduce new awarenesses,
new skills and new values. This kind of
change is not easily accomplished
particularly when there has to be some
degree of uniformity for research purposes
throughout eleven countries. Consequently,
because of linguistic considerations and
the time factor involved, much of the
educational preparation of the nurses
involved in the study was carried but
informally by the programme managers.
The teaching package, developed by the
working group and released in January
1982, was used mainly as a reference
document to assist in standardising the
preparation of nurses involved in the study.
Pre-Test
The research instruments were pre-tested
in several of the research centres. These
instruments were rejected. This was partly
a reflection of the complexity of, and the
time needed to bring about, the change in
the method and frame,of reference for
nursing. Regrettably, we had to tread the
Ire-design' path which led us into the
'Canyon of Despair' for a time, as sights
were re-focused and ideas adapted. Also~
we had to adjust to a,new team of
consultants at that time, and hence to a
shift in roles and reltionships. As in the
experience of most researchers at various
points in the research process, there was a
great temptation to give up in the 'Forest
of Fatigue'. However, as Saint 'Exupery's
Little Prince reminds us, "What makes the
desert beautiful, is that somewhere it hides
a well" (12). Spurred on by thoughts such
as these, and armed with a new set of,
instruments (designed this time only for
research purposes), we set off again on the
pre-test trial, developing and refining the
instruments and coding categories.
This particular aspect of the work was very
troublesome for, the programme managers
whose first language is Rot English. The

work was conducted and produced in
English: but there are some English words
which either do not translate (or translate
witt-, difficulty) into the various languages.
This was a real source of concern during
debates concerned with the clarification of
meaning.
There is a thought provoking quotation in a
book by Ronald Laing which may serve to
illustrate the linguistic hurdles in the
programme, "I know that you believe you
understand what you think I said, but I am
not sure you realise that what you heard is
not what I mean".
Complications with verbal communication
were compounded by the need to translate
and re-translate the various documents in
order to check for linguistic validity. The
investment of time and energy in this
activity was enormous, and is a reflection
of the tremendous commitment of the
nurses responsibility for this activity in the
various countries.

Pilot Study
Following the pre-tests, a pilot study was
planned to test the feasibility of the method
of data collection, the usefulness of the
instruments, the coding categories and
procedures, and the data processing
arrangements. The instruments were
designed to gather information about the
needs for nursing care of the specific
study groups, the objectives which were
set in relation to the needs, the
interventions planned to meet the needs,
and the outcomes in relation to the
objectives. Thus, there was an assessment
tool (called a 'Health Assessment Form')
which required post-coding and a nursing
care plan which also needed to be coded,
using the coding categories derived from
the framework for nursing, that is the
activities of living.
Information was gathered over a period of
four days for each patient. The coding of
the data was carried out mainly by contact
persons in the various centres, with

checks .on the agreement among coders
being made at frequent intervals during
the data colleciton. When the coding was
completed, it was entered on magnetic
tape and despatched to the central
processing location in Copenhagen. The
data from the pilot study were analysed by
a group of programme managers, the staff
of the Nursing Unit (W.H.O.) and the
consultants. This'analysis did not produce
a 'Wreck heap of discarded
Hypotheses' as the map suggests, but
there were a few objectives which it was
realised would not be met in the main
study.
We never caught sight of the 'Bay of
Leisure' because the main study,
conducted during the months of February
through June, 1983, began hot on the
heels of the pilot work. The data from all
countries involved in the study were
submitted to Copenhagen in July and we
are now in the 'Data Analysis Jungle'. The
multinational study was scheduled for
completion in 1982, the delay being partly
due to the need for re-design. For some of
us, therefore, there was a threat from the
'Great Fundless Desert'.
Happily, the funding bodies at country
level, and the European Medical Advisory
Group, were supportive of the rule, 'Do not
block the path of inquiry', and so the
continuance of the work was secured.

Plains of Report Writing
While the data are being analysed, and
having successfully avoided the 'No
Budget Trail', we have earnestly ventured
into the 'Plains of Report Writing'. The
writing-up of the study report is a collective
effort among the programme managers,
consultants, and the Regional Officer for
Nursing. The draft outlines of the report
were prepared in the last quarter of 1982.
The various contributions will be pulled
together in readiness to face the 'Delta of
Editors'. A preliminary report will be
produced at the end of 1983; with a full
report following in 1984,
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Significance of Study
The implications of the work, which is now
nearing completion, are manifold: First of
all, there is the significance of international
co-operation. In a world where,
increasingly, nation is set against nation, it
is no small thing that data collected from
24 centres in 11 countries and in ten
languages are available to help clarify the
position of nursing in relation to the goal of
'health for all by the year 2000'.
The descriptive study has yielded much
useful information about the organisation
and conduct of multinational studies. It is
anticipated that the data generated in the
study will highlight priority areas for indepth research. The relationship between
nursing interventions and outcomes is
expected ·to be a p~rticular focus of future
studies.
The shift from task-oriented to patientcentred nursing, through the use of the
systematic method, has implications for
humanising nursing care as well as for
nurse education. The sample groups within
the study were chosen because of
widespread interest and expressed need
for data pertaining to primary health care
and on the needs of the elderly as an "at
risk" group. Similarly, very little information
was available on the needs of people
undergoing surgery. The findings of the
study are expected to contribute to other
W.H.o./Euro Medium Term Programmes in
care of the elderly and primary health care.
As I indicated earlier, it is anticipated that
the report on the work will be available in
1984. When it will undergo close scientific
scrutiny. Hopefully, the critics will gauge
success not simply in terms of the facts
and figures but also in relation to the
spread of research habits in nursing and,
most important of all, in shifting the
position of the patient form that of passive
recipient to active participant. Perhaps that
is the real prize.
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NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
MRS MARY COURTNEY, NIGHT SISTER,
MEATH HOSPITAL, DUBLIN.
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I was practising the Nursing Process for
three years in Mercer's Hospital and it has
been practised in 'another ward for five
years prior to that. I'm just going to tell you
about the problems we had in
implementing it and practising it and how
we overcame them.
One of the first problems was that we had
quite a few very senior nurses and they felt
slightly threatened by changing over to the
process of nursing. One of the importnat
points that we emphasised time and again
was that changing over to problem solving,
a problem solving approach tonursing j
didn't mean that the way it was done in the
past wasn't good, it just meant that the
needs of the future indicated that we had
to quantify our effectiveness and we had to
start documenting what we considered we
.did very well. The main problem we had
when we were starting off was changing
from task allocation to patient allocation. I
couldn't emphasise enough how much
time should be given to this one aspect.
We spent three months at it and at this
stage I think three years would not be too
long for getting that part of it righ( It didn't
mean that we needed more nurses but it
certainly meant that we needed a stable
staff situation. We couldn't have nurses
being borrowed on a day to day basis or
on an hourly basis because it meant that
you were allocating patients then on an
hour to hour basis rather than on a daily or
weekly basis. When we became more
proficient, we allocated the nurses toa
group of patients for a week at a time and
we found this very satisfactory. One of our
big advantages was that we didn't have a
system of rotating staff nurses. I had a
permanent staff nurse and a senior staff
nurse and a junior nurse. The junior nurse
would rotate, she might go to another ward
on night duty but the permanent staff nurse
worked oppos'ite me and was a senior
person. This was a big benefit to us
because it meant that there was continuity
of care..

The next problem we overcame was the'
negative thoughts that came from people
who were not practising any form of
planned care and who said that within our
ward we wrote rather than nursed.
Perhaps we certainly did a lot of writing in
the beginning but these people were also
writing, they had bath books, bowel books,
temperature books, admission books also
going full steam ahead in those wards, so
that they were writing even more than we
were when it came down to it. We went
through three different sets of documents
and it was a question of third time lucky. It
is well worth giving time to this as well, I
was glad to hear Miss Farmer say that
there was no time limit. I think that if each
step is given enough time, people will get
confident and won't be so threatened by it.
The documents that in the end, we settled
for were based on the actiVities of daily
living. We linked the progress report to the
activities of daily living, this brought great
improvement in the standard of report
writing. It was far more meaningful and it
was a good step and we were very happy.
Duplication of nursing orders was something we had to get over, in that we had a
habit, before we settled for our present
care plans, of writing 100ML's on the fluid
balance chart, it would also be written on
the Kardex as part of the progress notes
and it would be written on the card and the
care plan. It took a long time to get over,
this duplication because we kept going
back to the habit of writing it on the fluid
balance chart and the progress note.
In the assessment of patients we had a lot
of problems in getting the student nurses
to sit down and talk to patients. We started
off with a formal interview, which we moved
away from because it stiffened up the
nurses approach to the patient. When we
changed to headed history sheets, and
again we had the headirtgs under the
activities of daily living, the nurses asked
the patients what was normal to them at
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home under these headings and felt then
that they had some personal contribution
and were not just filling out a form like a
tax form. It worked out very well. The
planning of care; we tried to have the
student nurses assess the patient and plan
the care as well, but we didn't actually
succeed in that. We found that the student
nurses planning care after they had
assessed the patient, required a lot of
supervision form registered nurses.
We didn't have the time to give to them, so
the student nurses assessed the patients
and the sister or staff nurse prescribed the
care with the student nurse. The student
nurse wrote her progress note every day
based on the care plan. That took some
time. The fact that there were two wards
doing it meant a lot and was helpful.
The other ward, that started five years
before I did, had big problems also
because it was totally new and the nurses
were coming from other wards clueless
about this approach to nursing. The setting
of goals was a big stumbling block also.
When we didn't get very proficient in that
the result was our evaluation left a lot to be
desired. The setting of goals, however, was
the vital link to evaluation and as we
became a little more proficient at the
setting of goals, the evaluation came much
more easily to us. at this stage we
definitely felt the lack of measurement
tools in nursing and one of my staff, Nurse
Barbara Fitzgerald was very active in
developing tools of measurement. It may
sound very easy to measure pressure
sores or measure contractu res and there
should be no difficulty in setting goals.
There was a big difficulty in setting goals
for healing of a wound or the healing of a
chest infection or increasing nutritional
intake of a patient. When the question of
the rationale behind the Nursing Process
activities was solved, this helped a lot in
setting goals.
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I would mention one thing before I finish
and that is the role of the ward sister in all
of this. There is a complete change in the
role of the ward sister, I would feel, in
changing from task allocation to patient
allocation and then having a problem
solving approach to nursing. Control of the
ward seems to be gone for the first two
years, I would say. You definitely feel that
youare on a run-away horse but it improves
when you relax a little bit more about
authority being so invisible in the ward. A
lot of people think, anything goes. It's a
question of having to accept the fact that
you are not perhaps so important,·that the
nurses have a big input and that the
authority is interpersonal rather than
interpositional in the ward. Communication
is also horizontal rather than vertical and it
takes sometime for everybody in the
hospital structure to accept this.
The hospital structure itself has not
changed with the implementation of
problem solving nursing. I think the sister
needs a lot of support from nursing
administration. The consultant's aren't a
big problem, really, depending on how you
approach them but sister does need a lot
of encouragement.
Having the students report back and give
their own reports puts a lot of responsibility
onto them: There was a question of
whether this put them under stress, but I
think most of them rose to the occasion.
Ten months before the hospital closed the
nursing administration bought a computer
and this was a big new development. As
far as I know Mercer's was the only
hospital to computerize care plans and
this was done with a computer
programmer with whom Matron and the
Assistant Matron and the Ward Sister of
the ward got together and worked out a
very good programme. The plan reverted
back to a check list care plan but this was,
I think, a good way of getting the thing
started. The sister of the ward said that it
was a tremendous time saver. A print out

care plan and history sheet was produced
which was put into a folder and the nurse
in charge of each area of patients, had her
own folder with the print-out care plan and
history sheet there. It took five minutes to
do the whole procedure by comparison
with a good ten minutes writing out a care
plan. All the documents were put in the .
patients notes when they were discharged.
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We at Cork ,Regional Hospital have been
working the Nursing Process on my ward
from July of 1981 so What gave me the
idea of getting involved in the Nursing
Process was going back to the start. The
ward opened in the end of 1978 and I
became a junior ward sister in the
beginning of 1979 and by the beginning of
1980 I was senior ward sister as the senior
sister had left. I found myself in a ward
which was a busy general ward
incorporating Gastroenterology and
Respiratory medicine. Thirty five beds with
four medical intensive care areas, four six
bedded wards, one two bedded ward, five
single rooms, one of these rooms for
nursing intensively ill patients. My staff
allocation was, myself senior sister, a junior
sister, four staff nurses, ten student nurses
all at various stages in theirtrairiing and
spending approximately four to six weeks
on the ward. So I wondered how I was best
going to nurse these patients. I didn't have
an awful lot of practice at ward
management, so·it'entailed deciding what
to do and taking it from there. At the same
tim'e, reading the Nursing Mirrors and
chatting to my friends and colleagues, I
knew that this multi-national study of the
Nursing Process was going on. I asked
some of the unit nursing officers in the
hospital for ideas on this and wondered
how could we best get along with the daily
problems of nursing. First of all, I had two
consultants, one young and Irish trained
with good communication. I had a new
consultant who came in at the time with all
his training in America. We sat down
together and I explained that I was
thinking of trying out a lot of new ideas in
the ward. My big reason for changing was
I hated task allocation myself as a student.
I am sure we can all remember the days of
going around with the B.P. apparatus, the
ears bussing after twenty or thirty blood
pressures and you telt maybe "well as
soon as I get these done I'll be able to go
to my coffee". Sometimes it was taking'
blood pressure and doing tasks and
forgetting about the patients. We all felt

that this was not the right idea, so a group
of us sat down together in the ward, a
junior sister, the staff nurse, one or two
were permanent, new 'people who came
with some of the student nurses and the
nursing officer.
There was also some help from the School
of Nursing. The first thing I did was to
implement patient allocation, without even
thinking of the Nursing Process at all. I
decided the best way to organise nursing
was to use a system of total patient care
and patient allocation. The duty roster
used was the split system and we had to
work within this system. This meant that I
had to work out a working rota 'of care for
the next week. Ideally I would like to
assign nurses to a group of patients for
three to four days but this was not possible
and so the nurses were assigned for two
days. The nurses assigned were totally
responsible for their patients and looked
after them completely. I organised it so that
a staff nurse and student nurse worked
together. This worked well and within a'
short time everybody felt happy with that
idea.
I went around and chatted to the patients
about it. I asked, "Do you realise that thes,e
nurses are looking after you' for the
morning"? The important thing was that the
patients did realise it and they knew
straight away who to associate with
because, obviously, in a big hospital there
were so many paramedics in the ward as
well. We had Physiotherapists,
Phlebotomists, Social Workers and
Occupational Therapists all actively
involved. Another problem was that all
these people were wearing white. Every
nurse in Cork Regional Hospital wears
white, students, staff nurses,sisters and
also dietitions. They all wear white dresses
and just a name tag, so it is important to
have good communication with your
patients so they know exactly who is who.
That was the first step. patient allocation.
Then we were really moving towards the
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Nursing Process. The first thing I said was,
"Now what does the word Process mean
after all"? This sounds like something in a
cheese factory, processing cheese, do we
process nurses? Do we process patients?
Basically process means just a course of
action, t,he best nursing course of action'
but obviously it had to have some
underlying principles i.e., assessing the
patient's problems, planning pa"tient care,
implementing or carrying out the care and
evaluating care.
Ther.e is nothing very new in that. We
decided, ttie first thing to do about it was
to assess the problems and get a good
overall look at our patient and get a good
nursing history from him. So we were back
to the drawing board again. We had a
steering committee set up at this stage and
some workshops and Miss Tierney had
been' brought into the, picture to help us
along and had paid us several visits. We
decided we would start off by devising our
own history sheet. We decided to devise a
history sheet based on the activities of
daily living and include a fairly detailed
social history. We felt a well developed
social history helped us when dealing with
patients whose home conditions posed
problems i.e. the elderly patient suddenly
discharged who has no home to go to or
the young mother admitted to hospital Who
is very upset about leaving her children on
their own at home. If the nursing staff know
about these problems from the beginning,
arrangements can be made both with the
Public Health Nurse and for the Social
Worker. This helps th'e patient settle better
while in hospital.
The history sheet also gives information
about 'the patient's habits/lifestyle at home,
his preceptionof his illness and his
general'physical and mental condition e.g.,
skin condition, oral hygiene ability to bath,
ability to feed himself etc., his smoking and
drinking habits. We also record the name
of the nurse who takes the history and also
the information about the hospital which is

given to the patient e.g., call bell,
earphones, bathroom, mealtime, church
services and mobile shop. We made a few
changes as we went along, to try and pick
out the most practical one. This history is
taken by the admitting nurse be she staff
nurse or student nurse. Admittedly some
nurses are better than others at
interviewing people bur by and large we
decided just to go to the patient and say
"We hope to nurse you as well as possible,
these are the little things we need to .know", within reason' and'to ask hini- these.
Some patients are just asked to fill in the
history sheet themselves, those who are
young and active.
This makes them feel important straight
away and lets them know that we want to
know about them and that we ,are go) ng to
look after them. Obviously with some '
elderly people, we may have to take the
history from theirfamilies, if they are not
able to give a history. When we got an
overall picture of our patient. the b'ig
problem on paper was to further assess his
problems, plan and carry out his care. We
identified goals 'and we then set our aims.
We tried various sheets. of paper, trying to,
pick out the best one. We decided to have
an overall nursing care planning sheet for
our ward ar;ld for the hospital ingeneral.
Each ward that was involved tried to pick
out their own care plan, to suit their
individual ward so that it wouldn't be too
confusing for patients changing from ward
to ward. We all picked out the basic needs
of any patient in hospital', how thei'r basic
observation should be done, their .basic
vital, signs. their degree of mObility, whether
they would need bed rest, passive exercise
etc., their personal hygiene. We ther:J
subsectioned into what theywould need,
bed baths with shower, whether they could
get up and about under their own care,
their nutritional stage, whether they would
need to have fluids or light diet or soft diet
etc., their pressure areas and their
elimination of urine and faeces based on
the daily activities of living. We left some
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blank spaces for nursing problems
specific to the individual disease or
complaint of the patient e.g., I have just
taken a patient into care ,who has come in
with diarrhoea and blood, his need would
obviously be a bed if possible near a toilet,
if he's got diarrhoea and needs to go to the
bathroom often. He has to be informed
about showing all his faeces for inspection
and told that it is important that we know
whether or not there is blood in it. Likewise
a respiratory patient, may need to be
nursed upright and on four pillows,
reassured when anxious, proper
observation of his oxygen flow rate and
correct observation of his I.V. drugs. In
surgical wards they devised the same
sheet, adjusted to suit surgical patients
and also in a psychiatric ward.
We used a Kardex system of reporting and
we wanted to incorporate our Nursing
Process records in the Kardex system,
because we already had it and we just
couldn't afford anything new. I am sure you
are all familiar with the basic Kardex
system, it's just a little individual care plan
for each patient with scope to write your
day to day report. What we decided to do
was to put our nursing history on top, a
blank sheet on the bottom for name and
address. We write a brief synopsis of the
individual's complaints on admission, we
plan his care on our care plan sheet, carry
it out and just tick off from there. Our big
problem is the actual evaluating. We
evaluate on a day to day basis if necessary
if something happens. If nothing new
happens in his nursing for the day, we
don't evaluate.
I hope that this has not been too
confusing. You can certainly ask me
questions after if you want to. I'm not
saying that this is perfect, there are
obviously good points and bad points
attached to it but it's the way we tried to do
our little bit.
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Early in 1981, Matron discussed with the
Assistant Matrons and the Ward Sisters
about the feasibility of introducing the
Nursing 'Process in the hospital. We saw it
at the time, as a way of improving the
nursing services. We attended a seminar
organised by I.N.R.I.G., at the Meath
Hospital and further visited at the Mater
Misericbrdiae Hospital. After that we
decided to organise our own programme.
With Miss Tierney's help we organised a
study day for our own Staff Nurses and
about 100 Staff Nurses attended. It was
well received and the general principles
seemed to be well understood at the time.
Our hospital did not have any study days
for many years prior to that and it was a
new interest, so the staff were generally
very interested in change. We didn't meet
the resistance 'we expected and we
circulated journal articles' or anything
which was available at the time to each
ward. We sent a package to each ward and
I think some of them were read. I can't say
that they were all read but some of them
were read and there was general interest
stimulated at the time. In June 1981, a new
Ward Sister was appointed, she was
working in England at the time and before
she came to us she was asked to visit
hospitals in England where the Nursing
Process was in use. She came to us with a
good idea of how to implement the
Nursing Process. Her first step was to talk
to the staff on the ward, which was
appointed to be the pilot ward. It was an
18 bed, long stay ,female ward. She spent
two or three months talking to the staff and
when they understood what it was all
about, and they were ready to start dividing
up into teams, they started. They were
about a month working in their teams
before any documentation was introduced.
Now it's not as easy and simple as it
sounds to get people to work in teams and
to work out the off duty accordingly. It
does take time to get used to that. Anyway
after a month documentation was
introduced, they looked at forms from

various English hospitals and decided on
the one which was best suited to the
needs of a Geriatric Hospital. They made
changes here and there to suit our
particular hospital. They did a care plan for
one patient from one team and they looked
at that and found out what the problems
were, improved on the documentation
before they moved on.
Over the next ten weeks they had prepared
the care plan for all the 18 patients on that
ward and by Christmas it was working very
nicely. In this particular ward there is
no turn over. Once the care plans are
worked out with the evaluation, they
evaluated every Monday, there was very
little need for change, unless the patient
got a chest infection or whatever. If there
was a need for change, they evaluated
more frequently but for the most part a
once a week evaluation appeared to be
enough. They are still doing the once a
week evaluation and it's going very nicely
on this ward all the time. There isn't a quick
staff turnover either in the hospital in
general, but in this ward, in particular, the
same staff are still there since we started in
1981. We drafted in two extra nurses into
this ward at that time so that they would
learn about it and we decided to move on
to another ward in January 1982. This was
a 35 bed, long stay male ward and the two
nurses from Unit F2 were duly transferred
to that ward. They had no success at all.
There was a lot of staff resistance, the staff
who were on the ward resented the two
extras coming from Unit F2. They felt that
the two nurses would know nothing at all
'about looking after male patients. However,
a new Ward Sister was appointed and she
had a more positive attitude and she
decided that she was going to start it her
way and she did. She appointed her team
leaders, she set up three teams with 12, 12
and 11 patients each and when they were
working for a couple of months she
decided to document care for' one patient
from each team and saw what the
problems were and evaluated what they
were doing.
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Miss Tierney was visiting us every two
months at this time and this was a great
help to us in St. Mary's. It definitely helped
us to get the Nursing Process off the
ground. She advised and encouraged the
Ward Sisters all the way and they had a list
of questions for her each time she came
and I must say that that was one of the
main things that has helped us. Gradually
the care plans were worked out for all the
patients on this ward but there was still
some staff re,sistance. There was ~till staff
who did not agree with the Nursing
Process. They could see where there were
more falls and more pres'sure sores and
.
too much time being giv~n to some
patients and 'not a lot to others.
Sister discovered that she had to set her
prioritites. She could see quite easily how
there could be more pressure sores if they
were not setting their priorities and
thinking about what they were doing. She
needed also a few extra trollies and "bits
and pieces" which were supplied. It was
much easier for them to work in three
teams and keep eV!3rything going at the
same time. Unit A is still going very well.
There, again, there is not a fast turnover on
patients.
In Unit S, they were ready to start, this is
our third ward, and they were very
enthusiastic all 'the way. With Mis,s
Tierney's encouragement, they were going
well in three to four months and th.ere ,
again they started with patient allocation. It
did take some time to get set up on that
ward as well. There were one or two people
who couldn't get used to the change but
gradually they came around. Sister on this
ward was asked to keep a graph of the
numbers of staff and the grades of staff on
the ward and the staff cover for the peak
work times. After a month or so, we began
to get feedback from this ward in
.
particular. The staff were happy, the .work
load was more evenly spread, they got
better job satisfaction and the p.atients
were interested
. .
, in. their nurses and there
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was better patient stimulatiol}. Relatives"
noticed the difference, they were looking
for their nurse, and there were more
patients comforts supplied by the relatives.
Despite threats every now and again, Sister
says 'I'm not going to do that Nursir;1g ,
Process again' the ~taff wouldn't go b,ack
to the old way any more, they're very happy
with it now. This wa~q was looki[lg at their
well, to decide wtlich
documentatjon'
was the best one for their needs anq
they're still working at it. They find that they
are learning more about their'patients all
the time, aboLit the distribution of the
patients in the ward and about the patients
interests, past rnterests:

as'

We then moved on to the fourth ward, our
rehabilitation ward, Unit D. They were
already dividing their staff into team.s and
they were doing that for three months
before we got on to them. We could get
around to introducing documentation on
that ward. There again, they took one
patient from each team ar,ld talked it out
and discussed all the problems and
gradually got along to care plans for all the
patients.
On this ward the consuftants noticed the
change. In the beginning they were told
they had to address their questions to the
team members and they find this very
helpful now, because they can go into the
ward at any time and ask. any nurse, and
they know all about their patients. The staff
nurse feels better about it because she
feels that her role is recognised. On this
ward'they are still working on the(r
documentation. Miss Tierney asked them.
to work out for themselves the
documentation which would be best suited
to rehabilitation and they are ~till work'ing
on that and changing it ev~ry now,and
then. It's hard to get everybody to ,agree on.
one padicular form. At a steering
committee, very soon, we'll have to get
down to it and make one document. for St.
Mary's Hospital because we're changing
about quite a,lot now.ar;1d photostating

very often, so that's a problem. At the
present time Unit D has reopened, after a
rewiring programme and there are two sets
of patients doubled up and staff doubled
up from other wards. Staff were brought
into the ward who had not used the
Nursing Process and they were working
side by side with people who had used it.
Task allocation was in use on this ward,
the staff who had used the Nursing
Process were so unhappy that they came
along and asked me to organise their
teams for them and to get it back to the
Nursing Process again. In a few days we
had organised the teams and new staff
had been introduced to it and generally it
is going well on that ward.
Unit F1, our fifth ward, it's a male
rehabilitation ward and they are also ready
to start. They have divided their teams and
are going well and the time has come to
introduce documentation. Now our staff
nurses on this ward, in particular, were
interested in the Process. They were
buying books and they were reading up, and
told me what they got and they were
enthusiastic generally. They decided on
their own document as well and they
based theirs on Nancy Roper's and I think
that is the best one we have in the house
at the moment, but we have to work on it
yet. You will notice that we started in long
stay wards and moved to rehabilitation
wards after that. It was very much easier to
start there, because any problems that
were there could be worked on and there
was no fast turnover of patients.
We feel that if we started in admission
units and failed, we would never get to the
rehabilitation wards or to the long stay
wards. It has worked for us and we
certainly have had great help from our
ward sisters and the staff nurses. Over the
past 18 months we ran workshops
organised by Miss Tierney, in conjunction
with the I.PA and we ran a separate one
for the ward sisters to help them to stand
back and let the staff nurses plan the care,

· to teach them that it could be done. We
have had a steering committee from the
beginning but our meetings have been at
very long intervals. We are working from
the beginning and we are going by trial
and error so every four or five months we
have a meeting just to see where we are
going.
Earlier this year we had a visit from Miss
Stussi, W.H.O. and she was generally
satisfied that we were on the right track.
She thought that we should have one care
plan for the whole hospital and we are
working towards that. She thought we
should have a predicted day of discharge
on the front of the chart of the document.
We didn't have that but we are now doing
it. She asked us to keep records of staff
numbers and ratios and she gave us
pointers towards areas that could be
researched. She asked us to record any
concrete evidence of improvements due to
the Nursing Process and this we have
done and here are a few examples:-

Eileen aged 82, normally cries when
agitated despite sedation. Due to better
knowledge of the patient, it was discovered
that she played a lot of cards in your
younger life. We knew nothing about that
until the Nursing Process was introduced.
Her family were very happy that we knew
about it and the sister on the ward asked
Eileen to teach the student and Eileen
herself was delighted and so she is
playing cards now.
Another lady, Regina, it was discovered
loves rugby and enjoys all the matches pri
television. Mary 71 years, was admitted
· due to incontinence and poor mObility, was
a shy anxious woman. Due to immobility
· she had to be helped to the commode.
Following the introduction of the Nursing
Process and having her own nurse, Mary
agreed to early toileting. Until then she
wouldn't ask forthe toilet because it was
so big and heavy. Following two weeks of
two hourly toileting, Mary became
continent day and night, her self-
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confidence has improved and we.feel that
the quality of her life has improved
enormously.
Miss Stussi also asked us to listen to what
the patients said while being bathed, etc.,
and to relate that to our plan of care.'She
also thought that the patient should know
our names. It's surprising how few patients
do know our names. We had one concrete
example of improvement in. the patient,
when w,e have asked her to remember our
nam·es. This lady was two to three years
with us and didn't speak to any of the staff
at all, yet she went up to her husband
every few days and she talked to him but
she wouldn't talk to any of the staff on the
ward, Eventually Brigid, an attendent, told
her her name and she' would talk to Brigid
or just say Brigid. The attendant would ask,
"Who am I" and she would say "your
Brigid~' Eventually Elizabeth and Mary was
added to that list. One day in the bathroom
the staff nurse asked her why she didn't
talk to her. She told her that "if you talk
civil to me, I'll talk to you", she said "all you
ever say to me is, don't do this and don't
do that". The ice broke thEm and now the
lady is talking and she is colouring
pictures, granted the picture maybe
coloured by somebody else, but she is'
doing it. If you had her a book and it's up
side down, she'll be able to turn it the right
way round. She normally sat with her nose
on her knee and now her head is coming
up and we can see her face. She'll greet'
you or ask you "who am I", she'll tell me. '
wh.o I am and we are all very happy with
this. Sister feels that this is one defini'te .
example of improvement. So that is as far
as we have gone, our staff are happy with
it. We know we, have an awful lot to learn
yet but it has added a lot of ,interest to
geriatric nursing and it has lightened the
load all round.
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During this talk I want to look at the
development of the Nursing Process in
Stewart's Hospital over the past couple of
years, then I shall C0nsider this in relation
to the national situation. Finally I will look
at the implications for Mental Handicap
Hospitals of introducing the Nursing
Process. In the Autumn of 1980 a seminar
was held in Stewart's Hospital. The
function of this day long seminar was to
give the staff an introduction to the
. Nursing Process and also to act as a
catalyst for the application of the Nursing
Process at ward level. After the seminar, a
Hospital Steering Committee was set up.
The committee had a two fold brief: firstly
to develop a Nursing History and care
plan format that would be suitable for use
with the mentally handicapped, secondly
to oversee the introduction of the Process.
I was a member of this committee and in
the Summer of 1981, it was decided to
carry out a pilot study by introducing the
process to the ward where I am the Charge
Nurse. This ward, a 23 bedded ward for
severely mentally and physically
handicapped people, was considered
suitable because the residents are long
stay and the type of care that they require
is essentially intensive physical nursing - it
seemed at the time that it was easier with
residents such as these rather than those
who required a predominantly educational
input. Furthermore, as with many wards in
Stewart's Hospital, we had been using
patient allocation for some while. As you
are aware this is a basic precondition for
starting the Nursing Process. The actual
implementation of the Nursing Process
took some three months, at the end of this
period each resident had his own Nursing
History an Care Plan, and each member of
staff knew the rudiments of how the
Nursing Process worked. It is now nearly
two years since those tentative steps were
taken. In this space of time we have
improved the assessment form, changed
our methods of information gathering and
reviewing, on several occasions, and spent
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a fair amount of time educating the staff.
We have learnt a lot about how to apply
the Nursing Process to the Mental
Handicap situation and we have
discovered how little we know, and how
important it is to have well motivated,
highly competent, well-educated staff,
because no matter how perfect the
structures that we develop are, they are
only as good as the staff who work within
them.
A major problem has been that there
was no information upon which we could
draw. Whilst the Nursing Process is itself
well enough documented, there is little
information available about its relationship
to Mental HCin.dicap. However, that said, I
have reached some conclusions about the
use of the Nursing Process in Mental
Handicap.
In developing our Nursing History format,
we drew upon various sources - general
nursing histories, psychiatric nursing'
histories and some of the assessment
techniques used in Mental Handicap. In
the end we devised a form that contained:(a) Information about the person's
background.
(b) Information about the person's A.D.L.
(c) Any relevant psychiatric/medical
information.
(d) A generalised self-help and educational
history.
We used the universal care plan structure
- that is: - problem, goal, nursing care and
evaluation data. We also decided that
while the Histories and Care Plans would
be kept in a file in the office, the actual
nursing care would be duplicated on
nursing orders, which would be on the
ward, located as near as possible to the
area in which the patient was being
nursed. While ongoing nursing care is
updated on a daily basis and assessment
is a continuous business it has become
clear that in Mental Handicap, care falls
into two different categories - that of Long

Term Care and Short Term Care. Long
Term Care consists of that type of Nursing
~are that will be given over a long period,
i.e., prevention of pressure sores in
physical handicapped people. Exercise to
prevent contractures in patients with
deteriorating motor ability. Self-feeding
programmes etc. Indeed most "educational
activational procedures are ongoing and
assessment for this Long Term Care is
generally carried out every two months.
"By way of contrast Short Term Care is, as
the name implies, nursing care that is only
given for a short period - a few days or
weeks. This type of care is generally of a
medical nature and here we are dealing
with infections, pneumonias, skin rashes,
etc. In other words, we find that there is
something of a dichotomy between short
term care which is of a predominately
medical nature and long term care which
is predominately educational and
prophylactic in nature.
Given the fact that student nurses will
move around from ward to ward, there is a
need for staff nurses and auxiliary nurses
to remain in a ward for a fairly long period"
of time. The point being that education of
nursing staff is a fairly involved procedure
and that once staff have been given a solid
grounding in the Nursing Process they
should remain on the ward. "
The best way to learn about the Nursing
Process is to carry it out. Staff will require a
certain amount of information in order to
carry it out properly. That information can
be given by lecture, audio visual aids and
most important by practical workshop
sessions. In Stewart's we have found these
to be very effective, in that they orientate
the staff members towards the Nursing
Process. This is important because more
than anything else the Nursing Process is
a different way of nursing that requires a
different attitude towards one's work and
one's patients.

It seems to me that over the past two years
the Nursing Process has been a benefit to
my patients, in that it has isolated areas of
" need that were not previously being
looked after also that it h"as led to more
consistant, better standards of care. It is
apparent that some form of objective
assessment is required to test how the
Nursing Process helps to produce better
care. The nursing audit which is being
prepared by the Liaison Group is going
someway towards meeting this
requirement. I feel it will be a useful tool in
the future. At the moment in Stewart's we
find ourselves at the end of our first phase:"
we have proved the value of the Nursing
Process as a tool to improve nursing care
with the severely handicapped. Now we
are about to extend the Nursing Process to
other wards which cater for less severely
handicapped people - this Will be
an interesting development. However, one
problem that has dogged" us is that until
recently Stewart's has been the only
mental handicapped hospital in the
country that is using the Nursing Process
and we have felt rather isolated.

In order to overcome this isolation I went
to Northern Ireland in June to Purdysburn
Hospital in Belfast and to Longstone
Hospital in Armagh, where tentative steps
are being taken to implement the Nursing
Process in both psychiatric and mental
handicap areas. This is in anticipation of
the D.H.S.S. directive that all hospitals
must implement the Process by the
beginning of next year. While the main
point of visiting these places was to
establish contacts and to find out about
the problems they encountered in setting
up the Process, I was also there to learn.
The most startling piece of information that
I learnt was that, not only are most schools
of nursing giving an input on the Nursing
Process, but that the psychiatric and
mental handicap syllbi are being revised
an<;:l structured around the Nursing
Process - surely this is something for us to
look at.
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In July a national seminar on the relevance
of the Nursing Process to mental handicap
was organised in Stewart's. This covered
subjects such as the theory of the Nursing
Process, the application of the Nursing
Process to mental handicap and
interviewing techniques, as well as
practical workshops. There was a large
attendance from around the country and
we hop~d that the. experience gained so
far in Stewart's may be used as a basic
core of information which cal) be drawn :
~pon by other centres around the ~ountry
as the use of the Nursing Process. In
mental handicap becomes more
widespread.
Indeed, it does seem that the Nursing
Process fits well to the nursing of, the
mental handicapped, in that for a lo~g time
we have been assessing our patients from
a psychological and educational
, viewpoint. Now we have a global
assessment and a means to bring all
aspects of a person's treatment arid care
together. Furthermore, because our
residents are long stay the amount of
writing is considerable less than in short
stay wards - this is a tremendous
advantage. Finally I should like to look at
the future for a few moments, to consider
the implications of the widespread use of
the Nursing Process in Mental Handicap
Hospitals. If this situation comes about
and I think that in time it will, what are the
implications for nurses and management
in hospitals? .
The Nursing Process has two main
features:- firstly it determines that the
patient's needs are the most important.
factorin designing care, and secondly It
analyses these needs and the care that is
to be given in a scientific manner. A byproduct of this situation is that it must in
the lon.g term prod,uce nurses who adopt an
analytical approach to their work.
Furthermore, it means that decisions about
care are no longer made just at Ward
Sister level, but that Staff Nurses, Student
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Nurses and Auxiliary Nurses' are·involved ,
in the decision making process.
'
The implication of this is that the top down,
military style, hierarchical nature of nursing
must eventually disintergrate, and this
seem~ to me tQ tie· in with moderl) ~hinking
on administration. For example, Elliot in
'The Hospital' published in 1970 considers
that hospitals and above all mental
handicap hospitals are "Upside-down
places" and his original emphasis on
"Management's duty to run the hospital
and on the key role of the professional
executive" has recently developed into an
"Out-spoken emphasis on a patientcentred approach",
Hunter in 'New Perspectives in Mental
Handicap' considers that the top-pown
"Managerial model ,becomes so couhterproductive that there is an imperative all
consuming need for an alte~nativ'e model
based on genuinely therapeutic ground~up
concepts".
'Ground-up concepts' as he called them
involve decision making and policy (be it
hospital policy or ward policy) being
formulated by the nurses and patients in
the hospital or institution and these idl?as
filtering upwards to managerial levels and
having a decisive function in terms of '
eventual overall policy. Given that hospital
policy is not my realm, it seems to·me that
the day is approaching when the Ward
Sister or Charge Nurse will no' longer
dictate policy on a ward, but she will be a
chairperson who will assimilate
'.
suggestions and ideas coming both from
patients and staff and she will havea.
co-ordinating role in terms of converting
this raw material into a cohesive ward
policy. By implementing the Nursing
Process we are going to 'change the nature
of our hospitals for ever and to bring our.
managerial and nursing concepts into the
20th Century.
It seems to me that our patients can only
benefit from these changes and I look
forward to the future.
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"Society rises to its challenges, abates its
fears, and calms its nerve with expertise. At
moments of great stress it may also use
experts to transcribe its protests and
inspire its revolutions. New knowledge or
new ways of putting the old, whether
forbidden or pUblic, sacred or secular, are
the province of the expert, who 'sees
combinations we do not see' ... and ...
helps to translate them into action".
(George A. Kelly 1)
On the subject of expertise there is
something to be learned from the tale of
the wise old owl and the grasshopper. This
old parable has it that a grasshopper had
occasion to'consult a wise old owl
because of a problem he had. Each winter
the grasshopper suffered severe pains due
to the "Savage" temperature. The
grasshopper's known remedies were
ineffective and so eventually, after several
winters, he put his case to the owl. After
listening intently to the grasshopper's sad
tale, the owl prescribed a simple solution,
"Simply turn yourself into a cricket, and
hibernate during the winter". The
grasshopper was ecstatic and thanked the
owl for his wise counsel. Some time
afterwards, upon discovering that the
knowledge could not be transformed into
action, the grasshopper returned to the owl
for further advice on how to achieve a
metamorphosis. The owl replied, somewhat
abruptly, "Look, I gave you the principle.
It's up to you to work out the details".
(Quoted by Bennjs et ai, The Planning of
Change, 3rd edition. Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1976, p.3).
The owl offered change as a principle. He
was not concerned with the complexity of
the problem, or with the implementation or
the consequences of his "solution".
The purpose of this paper is try to prevent
disappointments such as that experienced
by the grasshopper, and to suggest
possible ways of establishing mutually
beneficial relationships between those
who initiate change and those who have to
make it work.

There are four areas within the process of
change that need to be addressed: the
content of the change; change
mechanisms; the target for change and the
specified change agent.

Content
Embodied in the content of the change,
there are certain factors which we need to
be constantly aware of because of the
crucial role which they play in how people
perceive change and whether or not they
will respond to and participate in the
change.
'
The nursing process has been defined by
Prophit (2) as:
"A systematic method of reasoning which
assumes a conscious and deliberate
progression towards a goal - the process
is simple; the content complex, as nursing,
is".
Hegyvary (3) also makes a distinction
between the content and the method of
nursing. She writes:
"While the use of the scientific method is a
noteworthy development in nursing, it
should not be viewed as the essence of
nursing itself. The unique domain of
nursing is the totality of the content of the
nursing practice along the dimensions of
the process ".
Virginia Henderson (4) suggests that the
nursing process has evolved largely from
movements to:
• individualise patient care,
• identify and help people with their
psychosocial as well as their physical
problems;
• emphasise the science of nursing as
opposed to the art of nursing;
• establish the right of the nurse to an
independent, professional and unique
role. (Figure 1).
The third item on this list is at the centre of
much of the controversy surrounding the
use of the systematic method. For example,
Henderson (5) has expressed the notion
that the scientific side of the nursing
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process belittles the ituitive, artistic side of
nursing: She writes:
"The process depends to a large extent on
the knowledge that the nurse has
acquired, but the intuitive, artistic side of
the nurse depends upon the kind of
person he or she is".

In recent years there has been a great-preoccupation with definitions of nursing. On
the subject of definitions, Butler (8) writes:
"Definitions are a kind of scratching and
generally leave a sore place more sore
than it wa's before".
How true of nursing this is!

The proposition that if we get too scientific
we shall lose the art of caring, is without
foundation. As Prophit (6) has noted:
"The art and science (of nursing) must be
intermingled, symbiotic and inseparable.
Without the art,there can be no data for
the science. Without the science, there can
be no reason for the art".

The commonest definition of nursing, given
by nurses themselves, is that nursing is
caring. An exploration ofthe notion of
caring, within the context of the systematic
method produces some painful awareness.
In the dictionary, care is defined as
"watching over", "providing for", "to'be
disposed towards", "to have regard or
liking for'~. From these definitions, and
within the concept of caring, elements can
be deduced. These are: responsibility,
respect, and knowledge. Responsibility,
respect and knowledge are aspects of
love. The ancient Greek philosopher,
Paracelsus (9) wrote:
"He who knows nothing, loves nothing. He
who can do nothing understands nothing.
He who understands nothing is worthless.
But he who understands also loves,
notices, sees ...
The more knowledge is inherent in a thing
the greater love ... Anyone who imagines
that all fruits ripen at the same time as the
strawberries knows nothing about about
grape".

Nursing is an interpersonal process. The
use Of, the systematic method enhances
this process, emphasising as it does the
active participation of the patient at all
stages in the process of nursing.
Throughout the process, the patient is
central and valued. Through the
interpersonal process of nursing we, as
nurses, have an opportunity to receive as
well as to give. Every patient, has
something to give to us, and in so doing
helps to mould our character - if we get
close enough to allow that to happen.
Con'sider, if you wil"!, these comments from
an editorial (in Nursing Focus, 7) which
was concerned with the care of the elderly:
"The richness of years - of experience,love
and pain - are locked inside every old
person".
"And as more people survive to old age so
the world grows richer".
"To touch the old is to unlock the
accumulated wealth of years".
Historically, nurses have been
discouraged from getting involved with
patients because of the emotional turmoil
which might ensue. The counter-argument
is that given the appropriate skills and
knowledge then not only will there be new
possibilities for meeting previously unmet
needs of patients, but there will also be
opportunities for personal growth through
this interpersonal process of nursing.
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We are all different. The provision of
appropriate care for individuals demands
knowledge that is implicit in caring. There
is no division between the art and science
of nursing; they have, indeed, a symbiotic
relationship. In 'Elephant's Child' Rudyard
Kipling (10) describes his tools for living:
"I keep six honest serving men (They
taught me all I knew). Their names are
What, and Why and When, and How and
Where and Who".
If we take each of these 'honest serving
men" and apply them to care, and to the
responsibility, respect, and knowledge
implicit in caring, what is the result; what is
to be learned?
'

Care
What is the essence of care? What is it we,
as nurses, respond to, and why? When is
nursing care necessary? How should this
care be given? Who should prescribe the
nursing care, and who should deliver it?
Where should the care be given?
Respect
If there is respect for persons, what right
have we to exclude the person, as a
patient, from the decision-making
concerning his or her life? Why involve the
patient? - to preserve a sense of dignity
and integrity; because the patient has a
need to understand what is going on in
order to relieve fear and anxiety; because
he alone knows how he feels, because he
may respond more favourably to treatment
if he has been involved in the decisions
which affect him. How may he be involved?
- through the systematic method. When'
should he be involved? continuously. Who
should involve him in the planning of
care? - all health professionals. Where? wherever there is a need for professional
service, whether in the home, clinic, or
hospital.
Responsibi Iity
For what? - for providing continuous,
consistent, goal-directed care. For whom?
individuals, families, communities. When?in illness and in health so that it may be
preserved. Who is to be held responsible
for nursing care - when, and where? How
will it be known whether or not this
responsibility has been discharged?
Knowledge
According to McManus (11), "Skillful
nursing care embraces the whole person,
body, mind and soul". So, what do we need
to know? Why? When do we need certain
types of knowledge? How and where is it
to be gained? Who will provide it?

"To respect a person is not possible
without knowifl9 him; care and
responsibility would be blind if they were

not guided by knowledge. Knowledge .
would be empty if it were not motivated by
care and concern". (Erich Fromm, 12)
Nursing's resources are people individuals' each holding a set of values
and beliefs; having feelings, emotional
needs and drive; and varied skills and
knowledge. As a discipline, nursing has a
mandate from society to help ,meet the
health needs of populations. The evidence
is that these needs are changing - while
nursing maintains the status quo. What are
we are faced with is a gross discrepancy
between professed values and accepted
practices. According to Rogers (13):
"Life at its best, is a flowing, changing
process in which nothing is fixed. Within
this process ... there can be no closed
system of beliefs, no unchanging set of
principles".
The use of the systematic method frees us
to think for ourselves; to find new meaning
and direction in our working lives. The
movement towards this freedom of thought
is very risky. We are in danger of having
rigidly held beliefs and values shattered. We
are challenged to learn new skills,and
build new knowledge.
The alternative to change (extinction) is
unattractive. The product of change is
exciting. The process of change can be
less painful than is sometimes imagined if we take the trouble to plan the change.

Change
Basically, there are two types of change:
haphazard, and planned. In haphazard or
random change, there is no effort to
prepare those who will be most affected by
the change. The outcome of this approach
is usually hostility, resistance and shortlived or partially effective change.
Planned change is defined as:
".... an intended, designed, or purposive
attempt by an individual,'group, organisation, or larger social 'system to influence
direCtly the status quo of itself".
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Lewin (15), whose work is the classic in
change theory, identified three stages in
the process of planned change (Figure 2).
The first stage, whiGh is called unfreezing,
involves motivating those who are to
participate in the change. Next comes the
movement, where there are behavioural
changes consistant with what IS to be
achieved. This stage is simply called
moving. The final stage is called refreezing,
and this occurs when the desired
behaviour is integrated into the life style or
work pattern of the participants. Lewin
referred to restraining and driving forces in
the process' of change, and he
emphasised the need to identify these
forces in order to render the negative
forces harmless, or to capitalise on the
positive forces. (Figure 2).
Lippitt expands Lewin's three stages to
seven:
1. Diagnosis of the problem.
2. Assessment of motivation and capacity
for change.
3. Assessment of change agent's
motivation and resources.
4. Selecting progressive change
objectives.
5. Choossing the appropriate role of the
change agent.
6. Maintenance of the change once
initiated. '
7. Termination of the helping relationship.
As with the systematic method, the stages
in the process of change are not always
rigidly adhered to. Feedback mechanisms
guide the process of change. For example,
if it is discovered that the change
objectives are unrealistic, it will be
necessary to re-start the cycle. (Figure 2).
Change Agent
The above outline of the change process
provides clues as to how change occurs
as well as suggesting a role for the person
(or persons) who initiates change. The
change agent is required to have problem
solving skills, interpersonal competence
and leadership qualities. Lancaster and
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Lancaster (17) describe leadership as: '
" .... an interpersonal relationship in '
which the leader employs styles,
approaches, and strategies to influence
individuals and groups' towards goal
setting and goal attainment in a specific
situation".
Lippitt has noted that:
" ... the success .or failure of almost any
change project depends heavily upon the
quality and the workability of the
relationship between the change agent
and the client system, and many aspects of
this relationship are established very early
in the helping relationship".
The change agent functions by assisting
individuals or groups to:
'(i) define the problem;
(ii) list all possible alternative solu'lions
, and positive and negative
consequences of each;
(iii) determine the most suitable alternative
with respect to time and setting;
(iv) organise an implementa'tion plan;
(v) provide on-going supervision, direction,
and support.
'
(vi) work towards developing an evaluation
fC?rmat. (19).
The change agent may be external or
internal to the system. The problem which
requires a solution, the environment, and
the characteristics of the participants
determine whether or not the change
agent should be an insider or an outsider.
It is often sensible to bring together the
knowledge of the system which the internal
change agent brings to the situation.
Each change situation has two
fundamental elements; a problem, and
someone who is willing to do something
about the problem. The way in which the
change agent approaches the problem
can be de,scribed within Lippitt's theory of
change.
Diagnosing the Problem
Lancaster (19) provides a useful illustration
of the steps in problem definition (Figure

3). Initially, there may not be a precise
statement about the nature of the problem.
There may simply be an awareness that
something is wrong in a particular aspect
of work. The diagnosis of the problem is a
consequence of an analysis of information
gathered within the problem area. One way
to establish what information is needed to
give a clear understanding of the problem
is to set down on paper all the factors
contributing to the problem, and the ways
in which they contribute to the problem.
This is usually accomplished by placing
the variables in three categories: those
related to the organisation (structure);
those which refer to how the organisation
fulfils its purpose (process); and those
which refer to the product (outcome). Some
of the common variables are illustrated in
Figure 4. Each situation is different, so
there will be differences and
commonalities in the factors to be
considered.
This model can be added to in terms of
possible alternative solutions to the
problem, and the positive and negative
consequences of each solution. Some .
additional questions which should be
asked at the stage of problem definition
are:
(i) Is there a general awareness of the
problem?
(ii) Are those who are part of the change
situation ready to translate this
awareness into action?
(iii) What help is desired, and from whom?
(iv) Have there been previous failed
attempts to solve the problem?

Assessment of Motivation and Capacity
for Change
The main factors which influence
judgements concerning motivation and
capacity for change are:
(i) preceptions of change;
(ii) compatibility (with values, habits,
needs);
(iii) complexity (degree of difficulty);
(iv) timing;

(v) observability;
(vi) communication. (Figure 5).
Once all the information is collected and
the problem more clearly defined, there
may be a realisation that the problem is
more complex than was originally thought.
- This may be a time when participants
become aware of threats posed by the
change, and their defensive reactions
could ruin the possibilities for
coilaboration between the change agent
and the system.
(i) threatened self-interest;
(ii) inaccurate perceptions-of the change;
(iii) objective disagreement with the
change;
(iv) psychological reactance;
(v) low tolerance for change. (Figure 6)
Tobin et al (21) argue that "resistance
should be welcome since it denotes
inventment and involvement". From
personal experience, resistance is
certainly easier to cope with
than apathy.

Assessment of the Change Agent's
Motivation.and Resources
Some of the questions the change agent
- needs to ask are:
(i) What are the motives for wanting to
bring about the change?
(ii) Is there a genuine desire to improve
the situation?
(iii) Is there a personal desire for power
and recognition?
(iv) Is there to be change for change's
sake?
(v) Does the change agent have the
necessary knowledge and skills to
bring about the change? In other
words, does he/she have credibility?
The message for potential change agents is
- know thyself; otherwise, the possibilities
for developing rewarding working
relationships may be severely restricted.
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Selecting Progressive Change
Objectives
Decisions are taken at this point on how to'
bring about the change. General strategies
for affecting change fall into three
categories (22):

Empirical - rational:
• which assumes that people are rational
beings who will adopt a proposed
change if it can be rationally justified,
and if it can be demonstrated that they
will gain from ·the change.
Normative - educative:
• does not deny that human beings are
rational creatures, but assumes that
people are influenced by socio-cultural
norms. Change will therefore only occur
when attitudes, belief systems, values .
and significant relationships have been
altered.
Power - coercive:
• based on the belief that those with less
power will comply with the wishes of the
more powerful. The objective is
compliance, and the strategy is
manipulation.
There are certain principles to bear in mind
when considering ways to resolve the
problem:
(i) It is unlikely that there will be a simple
solution to a complex problem. (The
history of nursing is littered with Shortterm, crisis-type solutions to complex
problems).
(ii) Problems usually have many causes.
These causes are generally
interdependent.
(iii) Be aware of the relationship between
the rate of change, complexity of the
problem, and the resource of the
participants.
(iv) Motivation is dependent upon an
awareness of the functional roles of
people.
(v) Change is often easier to achieve if it
can be split into phases and/or tried out
on a small scale.
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The change objectives need to be specific
and explicit. It is necessary to state what is
to be achieved, when and how.
Choosing the Appropriate Role of the
Change Agent
What will be the change agent's
contribution to the change process?
(Figure 7).

The role may be specialised or
multifaceted. Lippitt's (24) theory proposes
five types of helping role;
• mediating, and stimulating new
connections (helping to establish new
relationships between individuals and,
or groups; helping individuals to
develop insight into attitudes, values,
action);
• presenting expert knowledge on
procedures (this may be a single
technique or a whole range of
techniques geared toward achieving
the goals set);
• providing strength from within (the
change agent may actually become a
part of the system in order to e.g.
support new relationships, meet a
special need);
• creating special environments (creating
a learning environment, initiate group
sessions for examining and changing
attitudes);
• giving support during the process of
change (dealing with doubts and
hesitations, offering encouragement or
practical suggestions). (Figure 7).
The change agent's role may incorporate
all of these helping methods. The amount
of influence which the change agent has is
dependent upon the quality of the
relationship with the participants ,in the
change process.·
Maintenance of the Change
It is one thing to initiate a take-off - it is
quite another to sustain momentum.
Effective communication, and a continuing
willin.gness to co-operate are the keys to

the maintenance of change. The reasons
for setting change objectives become
obvious at this stage, when there is a need
to have concrete, observable rewards. This
need is highlighted by Kelley and Connor
(25) in what they describe as an "emotional
cycle of change". (Figure 8).
The cycle is based on three assumptions:
(i) people who actively participate in
change have certain expectations and
so embark on an optimistic note;
(ii) as time passes and more is learned
about the project, there is a greater
tendency to doubt;
(iii)the level of optimism or pessimism is
related to the amount of information
which is available about the personal
and organisational investments
required.
So, the cycle moves from the "great idea"
beginnings, through a problematic phase
where morale takes a knock; resources
and/or support may dwindle and energy
flags. At this stage, it will be necessary to
.deal openly with doubts and desires to
give up, and/or to modify goals. As the
participants in the change become a little
more skilled and knowledgeable, they
move through "hopeful realism" to enter
the phase of "informed optimism". When a
successful change is demonstrated, the
cycle is completed.

This situation encourages dependency
rather than self-reliance.
Applying the Principles of Change
This morning, reference was made to the
wider goals of the W.H.O. Medium Term
Programme; that is, the desire to
encourage discussions.about nursing
through the use of the systematic method.
Each country involved in the Medium Term
Programme has tried to accomplish this
goal in ways which are appropriate to the
various settings. In Scotland, for example,
a network of self-help groups, co-ordinated
by steering groups, has been the
mechanism for bringing about the change
required to meet the study objectives and
the wider goals of the programme.

Briefly, the steering groups have
democratically elected members drawn
predominantly from practice settings as
well as from educaiton, management, and
research. There is one steering group for
each of the three geographical areas
within which W.H.O. participating centres
were established. Each steering group had
its aims and objectives which, where
relevant, accommodated the W.H.O. study
as well as the wider goals.

Terminating the Relationship
Questions to be raised which determine
how and when the relationship between
the change agent and the participants
should end are based on the achievement
(or otherwise) of the change objecfives. Is
the system able to cope with the change?
Is there an understanding of the change
that will stand the test of time?

Similarly, the self-help groups, led by the
Unit Nursing Officers, have objectives for
change which take account of respective
situations. These self-help groups submit a
formal progress report to the steering
groups four times per year. With the
termination of Scotland's contribution to
the W.H.O. Medium Term Programme, the
steering groups are now linked to the
national network. This ultimate linkage was
planned from the outset to try to avoid
isolation, and to ensure continuity and coordination of the work in Scotland.

The degree of dependence on the change
agent is also a critical issue. Very often,
and particularly if the change agent is
external to the system, there is a tendency
to create a substitute resource person as a
terminal act in the change relationship ..

Through this mechanism, there are signs
that the nurses are becoming increasingly
aware of the relationship between the
systematic method and the scientific
method. Thus, the possibilities for initiating
the practice-research-theory cycle are
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increasing. It is anticipated that this
movement will be assisted through the use
of a system for reviewing nursing records.
The system emphas~sed the'value of
nursing records as tools for learning and
for raising researchable issues. The system
demands a knowledge of the systematic
method but, as with the process of change,
the principles involved in the system may
be applied in any situation, regardless of
the chosen framework of nursing.

Concluding Remarks
The complexity of the change from
ritualistic to systematic nursing is only now
receiving appropriate recognition in
nursing circles. The reappraisal of the
content and the method of nursing (in
order tomeeUhe changing needs of
populations) is a daunting prospect.
However, as John F. Kennedy said:
"Change is the law of life. And those who
look only to the past or the present are
certain to miss the future".
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FIGURE 1.
REASONS FOR INTRODUCING THE
NURSING PROCESS
• individualise patient care
• identify and help people with their
psychosocial as well as their physical
problems
• emphasize the science of nursing as
opposed to the art of nursing
• establish the right of the nurse to an
independent, professional and unique
role
Source: Henderson, V. (1982)
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FIGURE 2.
Comparison Between Lewin's and
Lippitt's Change Cycle

Lippitt

Lewin

1. Diagnosis of the problem
2. Assessment of motivatior.l and capacity
for change

Unfreezing

3. Assessment of change agent's
motivation and resources

Moving to a
new level

Refreezing.

_================
_=================

4. Selecting progressive change objectives
5. Choosing the appropriate role of the
change agent

6. been
Maintenance
started of the change once it has·
7. Termination of a helping relationship

Source: Lancaster & Lancaster (eds.) The
Nurse as a change. agent. The CV.
Mosby Co., St. Louis, 1982.
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FIGURE 3.
Problem Definition and Data Gathering

Desired
State

)

Compare

Current
State

/

No

GATHER
DATA

DEFINED
PROBLEM

Source: Lancaster, W. Model building and the change process in Lancaster and
Lancaster ads. The Nurse as a Change Agent, The C.v. Mosby Co.,
. St. Louis, 1982.
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FIGURE 4.
Factors Contributing to the Problem

( .....
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Goals
Ward Design - Facilities
Support Services - Laundry
- Pharmacy
- Ward Clerks
- Records
- Meals

Values/Beliefs
Quality
Quantity
Other Relevent
Disciplines

Patient
Methods of monitoring

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS------4) POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

CONSEQUENCES

-------4)

-------)~ CONSEQUENCES---------->~
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FIGURE 5.
Factors Affecting Motivation and Capacity for Change

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

perceptions of change
compatibility
complexity
timing
observability
Communication

Source: Lancaster W, Model Building and the Change Process in Lancaster &
Lancaster, eds. Concepts for Advanced Nursing Practice: the nurse asa
change agent. The C.v. Mosby Co.; St. Louis, 1982.
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FIGURE 6.

Reasons for Resisting Change
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(Iv)
(v)

threatened self-interest
inaccurate perceptions of change
Objective disagreement with the change
psychological reactance
low tolerance for change

Source: New J.R., Couillard, NA Guidelines for Introducing Change.
J.N,A. Vol. XI:3:17-20.
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FIGURE 7.
Helping Roles in the Change Process
- mediation
- presenting expert knowledge on procedures
- providing strength for within
- creating special environments
- giving support during the change process

Source: Lippitt, Watson, Westley. The Dynamics of Planned Change.
Harcourt, Brace & World Inc.
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IFIGURE 8.
;The Emotional Cycle of Change

III Hopeful Realism
(Hope)

II Informed Pessimism
(Doubt)

IV Informed Optimism
(Confidence)

E
Ul

E
Ul
Ul
Q)

Cl...

I Uninformed Optimism
(Certainty)

Time

I

~ource: Lancaster & Lancaster (eds.). The Nurse as a Change Agent.
St. Luis. 1982,

"

V Rewarding Completion
(Satisfaction)
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Well let me give this a try. Ta an athas orm
bheith anseo innui chun leabhairt libh.
Good Morning, I am very happy to be here
with you. I am delighted as the translation
says, and especially it's heartwarming for
the daughter of a mother whose maiden
name is O'Galiaghan spelt with a G.
Though I must admit that being in
Scotland these many months now, I have
been searching assiduously for a clan by
the name, long forgotten to be sure, of
McProphit but alas to this point I have had
no success. I have only discovered a
sports writer by the name of Regg Prophit,
spelt correctly at least so I say, and my
Scottish friends are discouraging me from
being the typical american by giving him a
call in Edinburgh to find out my roots. I am
delighted as well to be here in Cork, or
close by Cork, for another reason, my first
trip to Ireland was to spend a vacation
here with a very good friend of mine, Sister
Lilian Lynch and her family. We have
shared 26 years of convent life together,
though rarely have we been in the same
country. We made final vows together in
the United States. So to-day I am in her
home country and city and she is in mine
and that's been our experience for these
many long years, so in a very real way
being here is a homecoming for me and I
thank you very much.
Perhaps I should begin to-day by a
confession, and confession as we know, is
good for the heart and good for the soul.
This paper was undoubtedly one of the
most difficult assignments that I have
suffered in my professional life. Does that
shock you? Or does that disturb you? Well
I'll try to explain and I'll try to do that
throughout the presentation. It is because I
consider the realtionships among
sciencing; the systematic method, nursing,
researching, searching, searching again,
as well as the need to understand the
nature of nursing, to be so vital and so
important and so obvious and so essential
for nursing that attempting to sell it's
significance to you, in a seminar such as

this, seems to be so self-evident as to be
unnecessary. Salesmanship is really what
we are all about, these lectures and
teachers, the a.rt of selling ideas, of
attempting to convince and persuade and
influence. Those of you who know me; will
know that I start presentation usually with
issuing a sort of warning of the necessity
to ensure that we maintain and keep the
balance as we in nursing move ever so
well and excitedly into the sciencing of
nursing i.e., building the knowledge base
for practice. The question of science and
the use of the systematic nursing or
Nursing Process, or organised common
sense in practice, whatever.you want to
call it, deal with the hows, whats, whens,
wheres, wanting the facts about the nature
of things, the component parts. In our
move more towards the science bUilding,
the knowledge building, the theory
building of nursing, we need to consider
and keep to heart the questions of why we
are doing this, what is the value of this,
what do we hope to accomplish, what are
the ideals that are possible? In other
words, the value foundations for movement
from a type of practice that perhaps we
have known in the history of nursing to
where we are going now. Whether we
understand why the science, the value of
science in our practice, research and
science is simply a means to an end, not
the end in itself.
My topic is the nature of nursing. I. will be
talking about many different aspects of
what it means to be a nurse and what I
consider to be essential questions in terms
of the nature of nursing. I approach this
paper trying in the beginning to explain
and present my view of the nature of
nursing, in other words, to give you
answers.
As you will discover throughout this paper,
I'm going to be raising more questions for
you to consider rather than giving you
answers. Ultimately I think the nature of
nursing is something each of us has to
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answer for ourselves as individuals, as well
as perhaps the identity of a professional
understanding of nursing. Another warning
that I might issue is' the danger of boxing
nursing into a specific definition that is
fixed and certain and sure,
I am going to try and say that
understanding the nature of nursing, just
as the nature of research 'and knowledge,
is an open, growing phenomenon. I like
the analogy of an evergreen world that is
constantly expanding for us, like our
understanding of such concepts as love.
In terms of this balance of keeping -the
awareness and appreciation of nursing as
an art and nursing as a science and why
we participate in this scientific enterprise, I
think it is essential that we understand that
nursing is a scientific art and an artistic
science, that is, the two are really
inseparable. Without the art, that is without
the purposeful use of ourselves, those
intuitive, special skills as nurses, we have.
no substance, no data for the science and
without the science, that is sound
knowledge base to guide our practice,
there is no reason, I beli~ve, for the art. I
think we are embarked in nursing upon
one of the most exciting and exhilarating
epochs of our existence.
There is also another issue to deal with
and that is the concern that We avoid the
false dichotomies that tend to develop as
one moves and grows. I see something
developing in the literature, that I hope we
can stave off before they get a firm hold on
our thinking about nursing and our
practice of nursing.
Some who are the proponents of the
affective, feeling, aspects of nursing, are
implying that these are so much more
important than the thinking. Just recently
there was an article in the Nursing Mirror
entitled 'Where have all the Angels gone'
and the notion was that spmehow
developing our ability to think and to
reason and to work through and to build
knowledge is in conflict with our ability to

feel and to use those special skills a's
people. A little later on in the presentation I
hope to show that we are better able to
care if we' are competent and caring
implies the notion of being able to know,
understand and render competent service.
We do have the Prophets of the affective
versus the cognitive, I think we need both.
There are those who support the need to
build the science of nursing and then there
are those who say no, no, the science is
going to kill nursing, what we need is
going back to the good old days when we
cared for people, I think we need both.
There are those who speak of the need for
a structure and talk about the method.
There are those who say, structure is only
something that supports us, again back to
the notion of method being only a means,
to an end and that underlying the method
is a spirit that enables us to better
understand and work with people. I think
the emphasis on structure these days in
nursing perhaps really conveys some fears
about us as nurses at this point in our
development. It is a psychological reality
that people who are anxious and
threatened, need and seek to structure
their reality. Could it be that in nursing
because we are a tender and fragile young
science in the early development phase
that strucutre, research methods, the
method makes us feel more certain.
Whereas taking time to think, to work
through, to ruminate, to be certain, to love
the' questions as well as the answers, is
something we need to consider. Then
there are those who say practice is the real
thing in nursing not theory. We haVe got to
deal with what is real, the real world out
there, as if those of us who work in
academic kind of settings with the attempt
to be relevant to practice, are unreal. There
is nothing so practical as good theory. The
development of nursing in terms of where
we have been and perhaps projection
of where we are going.
In the first period of organised nursing
there was the value of asceticism. Self
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denial and attention to duty was the real
effort, the essence of nursing, but it seems
that we got tired of duty and sacrifice and
we moved into a period which I call the
romantic period of nursing in which there
was a lot of idealism and we just got tired
of doing all the duty work and we began
romanticising about how lovely nursing is
and all the possibilities in nursing.
Then in the next period we came back
down to earth again, the romantics
became those concerned with getting the
work done that is, pragmatism. The
practical experience was the focus of any
type of nursing organisation and teaching,
the work, the doing of nursing. Humanistic
existentialism, I think, is the period we are
in right now, i.e. a concern for valuing the
human being and all that that means, not
as laboratory rats running through mazes,
predictable and sure but human beings as
precious, irrepeatable, unique, wonderful,
multifaceted jewels. Existentialism is the
philosophy that is concerned with
responsibility, we come to know who we
are and where we are going by taking
responsibility for our actions. Existentialism
is the philosophy in which we are
concerned with human freedom. I think we
can begin to see the implication for
nursing and for care of our patients. The
notion of personal choice is significant in
existentialism. In teaching its importance,
its significance rather than teaching doing,
we are teaching not only the skills of
nursing but also the manner in which we
teach nursing might be called insightful,
whether it's through the skills of values,
clarification or whatever. An exciting time, I
think,to be a nurse.
.
If as nurses we are going to talk about the
nature of the essence of things, we need to
understand our basic values. Values are
what move us, are our priorities in life.
Values are what give meaning to what it is
we do. Values are foundational,
fundamental to our actions and values
usually have a positive meaning. They are
developmental as well, the notion is that as

we grow and develop we have higher and
higher value orientations. Interestingly, the
words we use in health care, and in other
settings, evaluate and valuable, hold within
those words the notion of value.
Psychologists tell us that our behaviour is
really a reflection of our attitudes, which is
really, to take one further step back, a
reflection of our values.
So rather than judge from external action
and rather than act without really knowing
why we are acting, I think it is extremely
important, as nurses and as human beings,
that we attempt to identify the basic value
orientations for our actions. What are the
values we expouse in nursing? Why do we
consider essentials as positive not as
disvalues. If I ask you, to-day, how do you
define nursing, what is the nature of
nursing, what you would be doing, in that
process, is identifying what it is you value
about your profession. I think the
development in nursing is due, in no small
measure, to the introduction of the process
of reasoning or deliberative judgement in
our practice and also the documentation,
for the practice, for the development of
nursing knowledge. I think the spirit of
knowledge building, of research, searching
again, produces a dynamic, exciting
experience for us all. For nurses, I think
being a realist today is in fact being an
optimist. The beautiful biblical passage in
Ecclesiastes says it for us better, 'there is a
season for everything, a time for every work
under heaven, a time for bringing to life, for
building, for searching, for losing, for
keeping and even perhaps for joyful
dancing'. Could it be that this is the era of
the nurse, the time for nursing. But as one
author put it, 'these are the best of times
and the worst of times'. That is true in some
ways, for in each age, just as in each
growth and developmental period, we must
literally die to the old comfortable, sure
ways in order to move into the next period.
It requires creative risk, a lot of courage
and perhaps some failure. For each age a
dream must die so that one can come to
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birth as one author put it. For as nursing
grows and changes and we know that
growth and change produce insecurities
and uncertainties, it requires of us a lot of
r"isk especially if we are going to move from
a ritual bound, task orientated discipline to
a knowledge based responsive profession.
I think it also takes a great d~al of heroism
and maybe even courage and perhaps
these are demanded of us in this time.
Science and the involvement in the
building of the science of nursing is a way
of thinking and being, more than it is a
body of knowledge, a way of looking at the
world, a way of questioning, probing,
testing, refusing to accept blindly a piece
of received information which guides our
practice. I think it requires of us a
willingness to challenge old dogma and
an openess ever to see anew. It requires
the courage to question conventional
wisdom. So, in essence, it really requires a
collaboration of creative risk and criticism.
I am asking of you and your process, in
your journey to discover the nature of
nursing, to be adventurous, explorers,
maybe even pioneers, and we know what
pioneers must go through. An additional
thought, perhaps even a shock for some of
you is that the spirit of knowledge building
through the introduction of the systematic
method of reasoning or deliberative
thought, or organised common sense, or
research in practice, is actually an
obligation on the part of us as professional
nurses, because each of us is required
and bound by our code of ethics to
participate in the ongoing activities which
contribute to the development of our
profession's body of knowledge. In other
words, to be ethical nurses, we must be
involved in building the science of our
practice.
Our patients have the right to expect of us
knowledge based practice and is this not
the essence of accountability? Clinical
judgement has both the obligation and the
opportunity to be accomplished with·
scientific taste, disgression and quality.
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Never before have we, as clinicians, had to
make decisions about situations capable
of such spectacular benefits as well as
such devastating harm. Never before have
clinicians had available the intellectual
assistance of technology to help manage
complex situations and to make
therapeutic decisions. One of the main
causes of the traditional belief that clinical
judgement is beyond the reach of science
is the failure, I think, of clinicians to
distinguish between the different types of
observation an reasoning that is part of
clinical judgement.
What about the nature of nursing? What
does nature mean? It is the reality of
something and the word reality comes
form res, realis, thing, the actual, as well as
actus or actualis, action, in other words
what can be. The nature of nursing, the
reality of nursing is not only what we are
to-day, what is, but it also implies what we
can be, the potential, the movement. That
is what makes the time for nursing so
exciting. We have in place, at last,
mechanisms which assist us to build the
ongoing process and to develop
knowledge within our discipline. A careful,
deliberative thinking process that is
documented and which can thus be
shared and communicated to others and
in which we can understand and develop
patterns of events in which nurses, for
example, in Ireland can share with nurses
in Scotland, certain consistant nursing
actions, given certain patient situations.
What if no systematic method exists, what
if we decide at the end, it's not important,
let's throw it away, let's go back and do
nursing in other ways. What are the
alternatives for practice, for knolwedge
which guides actions. Nursing can always
be practised from: - tradition: ritualistic
practice - "That's the way we have always
done it, so that is the way we will continue
to do nursing"; from Authority:-Doing it the
way someone has told you to do it; from
Experience: "I've had ten years experience
doing it this way' and this is the way it

should be done"; from Trial and Error:
"Let's try it this way and if it doesn't work,
let's try something else"; from Chance:
accidental practice. Is that the way to
nurse? Is that the way to develop what it is
we should do for and with our patients? I
think not. I think the alternative is clearly
before us: a method which will ensure a
careful, deliberative thinking through,
critical thought, suspended judgement,
thinking before doing, based on reasoning
which, in essence, provides evidence
which is tested, can be replicated and is
constantly open to new possibilities.
There are those who think that research is
a mystical experience reserved for only the
precious few. Research is a way of looking
at reality, searching and searching again,
the use of the systematic wonder in
practice, the use of a systematic method to
solve a problem, to answer a question, to
discover truth. The same systematic
method that we use in everyday life, is the
same method in terms of solving a
problem, that we use in the process of
problem solving which we call Nursing
Process or systematic nursing. It is the
same essential method that we use in
research. In other words, we are putting in
place, by instituting systematic nursing, the
process of reasoning which assists us to
have the data, the evidence, necessary to
~evelop knowledge, evidence, sound basis
to guide our nursing .action.
The value of research, the value of
systematic method goes beyond what I
have been talking about up until this point.
There is a value of research in terms of us
as individual nurses, again the value of
systematic nursing, to us as people. I don't
know of any other profession which has
such remarkable opportunities of having a
learning laboratory 24 hours a day, seven '
days a week with people in their most
intimate moments, people suffering, people
dying, people experiencing life. We are the
only profession who are with people so
consistently and have such a grand
opportunity to learn about life. What

tremendous gifts our patients give us in
terms of what they experience. We, as
individuals, can practice nursing from a
disinterested non-involved stance or we
can enter the practice of nursing by
becoming involved, by learning from
others. I think of the systematic method,
not in the sense of check lists, rote,
automatic, but in the sense of attempting
to understand. In the process of attempting
to understand the other we learn ever so
much about ourselves as human beings. I
think there is a value of the systematic
method, as a part of nursing, to the
organisaiton in that it has a very
human ising effect.
In a pyramid type of organisation the
administrator from on high issues certain
directives and it gradually getsdo,wn to the
grass roots, what is called a 'trickle down
effect'. The value of the introduction of
personalised, systematic method in
nursing provides a trickle up effect, a
rippling effect up through the organisation.
People are working to understand
invividuals as unique and special, human
to human and that is what nursing is, a
human to human event. We actually
humanise the organisation because as we
attempt to value and respect the
uniqueness of patients and observe the
interaction between nurses at the collegial
level, those in, the hiera'rchal positions are
becoming much more respectful, much
more understanding, much more human.
The value to the profession, I think, is selfevident in that we have the mechanism in
place to build sound evidence in
knowledge for practice and I use the
words knowledge, theory and science
interchangeably. There are those who
would love to make the minute distinctions
between those three terms but I think, for
our purpose, what are we talking about is
sound knowledge to guide action. If we as
a profession are critiqued in anyway, it is in
the area of having a sound knowledge
base for practice. There are those who
would say that nursing is a semi-
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profession or simply an occupation. The
reason they say that is because we do not
have a body of knowledge, applied skills
which are constantly expanding. I submit
that the introduction of a scientific method,
in practice the systematic method (nursing
process, problem solving in practice) sets
us upon the course of knowledge building
in the dynamic process that is the science
of nursing. The value to the patient I think
is quite evident. Rather than nursing the
task, we nurse the individual patient and
value the fact that this cholecystectomy
patient is not some other cholecystectomy
patient. Each hasa unique history, need,
future, present and so forth. The
development of the nature of nursing in
our days is, I think, also reflected by how
we talk about science and if it were
possible, I would love for you to
completely take out of your vocabulary the
notion of science as a noun, which it
really is.
That is science as accumulated
knowledge gathering dust on library
shelves or science as static, finished,
proven, in fact I would love for you to take
out the word proven from your vocabulary
too because we know from example and
this is just one small one, that as
knowledge, information, technology
develop our notions about reality, life,
change as well. Take the theory of the
universe, we use to think, in the early days
that the earth was the centre of the
universe, we had a geocentric theory but
then, through time with advancing
knowledge and technology, we moved to a
heliocentric theory, the sun as the centre of
the universe. Not too long ago, with
advanced technology and more
information, awareness of perhaps other
universes, we are moving to what has been
called the big bubble theory of the
universe, that perhaps we're not even a
heliocentric but there are many other
universes to deal with. Thus the notion of
science really as not proven, as not static,
as ongoing, as alive, as growing. What
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about relevance to practice? Well, those of
you who have dealt with some of the
behavioural concepts in nursing, know that
in the past we have been told as nurses,
when you have an angry patient, help them
to express their anger, help them to get it
out. Some ofthe latest ideas about anger
suggest that in fact by the encouragement
and the facilitation of the expression of
anger, we actually escalate the anger and
make it worse. So there is a whole new
developing theory of interventions in
situations of patient anger which says that
we really attempt to defuse anger rather
than explore and facilitate the expression
of anger, exactly the opposite approach.
Fascinating notions about how knowledge
develops, changes, is not sure, is not
static, is not final. Science as a verb, as a
knowledge generating activity, as
something that goes on continuously, has
to be creative, cumulative or science as
actually using, keeping our eyes open, .
being aware of unusual, unexpected
occurances in practice. We wouldn't have
perhaps, the antibiotics today if Sir
Alexander Fleming had not had his eyes
open when he looked at the petri dish and
saw where some mould had developed
and the bacteria didn't grow.
So science develops in keeping our eyes
open and observing a shift, a revolutionary
thought, not just science as cumulative.
The use of the systematic method in
nursing encourages us 'to keep our eyes
open, to be alert, to ooserve, to see
practice as ever new, ever some possibility
of development. I think it is essential for us,
it brings a freshness, an originality, a
creativity, a newness, a sense of growth, an
aliveness to our practice. I think we have to
encourage the development of people in
nursing who challenge, who are
discoverers. We have to increase the
capacity of people to be wider, to see more
possibilities. For any new thing to emerge
and many new things are emerging, I think
there must first be a dream or an
imaginative view of what might be. For

something great to happen there must
always be a dream and adventurous
people with faith in.a dream, who will being
it to fruition. I think some ideas, it seems
maybe Nursing Process in Ireland,
develop like a forest fire which catches on
and grows. I am sure, in this audience
there are many of you who are path finders
in terms of building nursing beyond the
ritual based tradition bound practice to a
soundly guided practice to research and
knowledge.
I think there are many values underlying
the systematic method. The method is not
the goal, it is simply the means. I think the
systematic method allows us to provide the
framework to appreciate people as wholes.
I have described the period of nursing as
humanistic existential period, the
appreciation that we are not simply
working with people who are skins, bones,
nerves, physical beings, but people who
have intellects, who are moral beings,
spiritual beings, social beings, economic
beings, political beings, whole people. The
systematic method encourages us to
attempt to understand our patients
understanding the dimensions of what it
means to be a human being, providing a
framework from which we can assess the
world of the other.
We are moving into the period where it
takes a whole person to respect a whole
person and so the introduction of a
systematic method has implications for us
as nurses and that's what is so wonderful
about the era we are in as nurses.
The method is only a method. How we
communicate that method implies that we
have skills of understanding and personal
insight, our patients can help us with that.
It is risky and it takes a lot of courage. We
also need to look at our educational
system so that we are building whole
nurses to take care of whole people, to
respect, to appreciate through use of the
systematic method the uniqueness of
patients. You can't practice according to

the systematic method without
appreciating, recognising that this person
is different from that person. It is a
reciprocal process. Involvement in relation
to the appreciation of whole nurses taking
care of whole patients. We learn, we grow
and how sad if we don't use the occasion
that we have as nurses, the wonderful
opportunities to learn about life and death
and joy and pain.
There is a value of honesty in the use of
the method, truth telling, it has ethical
implications as well, we don't play games
with patients. How can we involve our
patients in participative decision making if
there is not the sharing of what is going on
in their hospital, in thier lives at that
particular moment. The use of the.
systematic method encourages interdependent
collegial relationship. We begin sharing
with our medical colleagues, I think, much
more readily. Our medical colleagues
understand, through the use of the method,
the source of our data and how we
developed those data.
What we are talking about in terms of
building knowledge, theory, signs for
. practice is that the scientific method,
Nursing Process, systematic nursing
moves us from individualised, individual
patient patterns of response to nursing
intervention, local problems that tend to
recur, that become the fascinating practice
questions, which then are transferred into
research questions, which then build the
knowledge of practice brought back into
practice and the cycle continues.
The essence is that introduction of the
systematic method gives us the tools, the
method, to be able to.get the cycle moving.
I talked a bit earlier about the notion of
conceptualisation, that is, practitioners with
patients in direct practice, learning
patients, observing patterns of response,
unusual, expected. occurrences which in
fact are moved into researchable
questions.
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I think we have the danger of emphasis of
techniques, tools, structure methods which
is not what we should be focusing upon. I
think there is a pseudotechnical mentality
that we can get caught up in becal,lse of
our tenderness and fragility, I think, and
this is perhaps the art underlying the
systematic method, we need to encourage
people to see anew, to observe, to attempt
. to question, in fact maybe that's really
where we need to start, getting people to
start questioning, loving uncertainty.
Getting people to open their eyes, to
appreciate the values inherent in
discovery, in attempting to understand, in
the process, not necessarily in just the
answers, in the importance of the intuitive,
of the expressive, heuristic, ongoing, back
to the notion of science as growing, as
developing, perhaps not giving the
answers_immediately. If we can get our
nurses to start questioning, I think that is at
the heart of the enterprise today.
The main point that I wanted to make is
that we have a lot of thinking to do in
nursing as to what types of methods we
are going to use in terms of research and
building of knowledge. The scientifc
method which deals with trying to
understand reality by large numbers of
studies with large samples, with rigour,
with precision, with catergorising people
and so forth, is perhaps not what we need
for nursing. We need to look towards more
of a model for research and for practice
which attempts to understand the
individual experience of our patients, .
which really focus upon uniqueness,
unrepeatability, the unknown qualities of
human beings. We have a lot of studies for
example about phantom limb pains, what
to do and how to intervene, but I haven't
found a study yet that has attempted to
capture what the experience is of someone
with an amputation and going through
phantom limb pains, what is it like? What
does it feel like? That is what nursing is all
about, human beings, not numbers of rats,
human beings as an open system of
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individual uniqueness rather than
categorising all human beings into one
large lump. The purpose of theory, science
and knowledge helps us to describe
situations, helps us to predict, to know
what is going to happen. It helps us to try
and understand and last but not least, it
certainly helps us to guide practice so that
we are not ·practising nursing from ritual,
experience, trial and error, by change and
so forth, there is nothing so practical as
good theory.
Nursing, what about nursing? Well there
are those who say that in order for us to
grow as a profession, we have to define
nursing. There are those however, who say
that nursing is such a complex activity that
it defies simple definition and so at best
what we can do in terms of understanding
nursing is to make statements on the
nature of nursing. The most classic,
perhaps by Virginia Henderson who wrote a
book in the late 1950's early 1960's
entitled 'The Nature of Nursing', has been
actually the source of some of the most
productive thinking and careful attempts to
understand nursing. She obviously is using
the word nature of nursing instead of
definition. In fact Henderson says "nursing
is assisting individuals, sick or well in the
performance of those activities which they
themselves could perform unaided if they
had the necessary strength, will and
knowledge and to do this as fast as
possible in order to assist the person to
gain independence".
By including education, will, strength, she
is elaborating on nursing functions in .
terms of teaching, in terms of inspiring
health, in other words, a broad dimension
of what the nature of nursing is. A
marvellous definition. Of course, Florence
Nightingale in her definition of the nature
of nursing said that it really was putting the
patient in the best condition for nature to
act upon the patient. You almost hear
Florence saying the nature of nursing is
producing the environment because the
environment is what nurses.

Other fascinating definitions of nursing:Dorothy Orem, actually developed her
notion of the nature of nursing from
Virginia Henderson. but since nursing is a
fragile young science, we always like to
produce formulae that will help us to make
us seem much more sure and certain.
Orem says, flowing from Henderson, that
nursing is assisting persons to meet their
therapeutic needs for selfcare. In other
words the notion that nurisng is always
trying to work itself out of a job, assisting
people to take care of themselves. Her
notion of selfcare, is that we all have levels
of ability to take care of ourselves. We have
certain abilities, capabilities by virtue of
our past history, our life, our experience,
our family upbringing and so forth, There
arises a situation in which a demand is
made upon our ability to take care of
ourselves, therapeutic selfcare demand.
The fomula is simply this, in situations in
which there is a demand made for selfcare
which produced a need for selfcare
agency, then nursing care is required.
However, if the therapeutic demand is less
than the ability to take care of oneself,
selfcare behaviour results and nursing is
not required. Unless there is a method to
allow us to assess what the patient is able
to do, we are placing patients in the
dependent position, increasing and
perhaps encouraging the dependency
cycle
There are many people who talk about the
nature of nursing being the heart of
nursing, being essentially that of caring
and I have done a lot of work in this area.
Have you thought about how frequently we
use the word care in our vocabulary in
nursing e.g. selfcare, health care, tender
loving care, coronary care, quality of care,
continuity of care, etc. It goes on and on,
the word care. In exploring that, I found
that, really to care involves not only the
doing activities of nursing but also it
involves the quality of our being as
individuals, personal humanistic values.
There is also the notion that there are

component parts of what it means to care.
That besides it being an art form and a
process, we have to be able to care, we
have to know the other, we have to be
honest, we have to be patient and so forth.
In other words, if we say the heart of
nursing is to care, then there are lots of
elements required which comprise what it
means to care. I am still working on the
development of what caring means. One
of the most striking things to me, in pursuit
of what the concept is, was to come upon
the dictionary derivation. The meaning of
the word "care", derived from the gothic,
"cara", which means to grieve, to mourn, to
lament, to carry a burden with, to suffer
with. Fascinating, in terms of nursing, it
extends beyond the definition.
If we say, nursing is caring, then it puts us
in the position, as human beings, to do
one of the hardest things possible. It is
suggested that there is no greater human
suffering than to suffer with someone and
not being able to do something.
Tremendous growth experience for us, to
carry the burden with someone.
Travelbee suggests the nature of nursing
is an interpersonal process between
people, human to human, in which not only
do we as members of health care team
work to assist people, to cope with the
experience of illness, to prevent illness, to
assist in the process of dying and suffering
but also to find meaning in the experience
of suffering. If this is something we agree
with as part of t~e nature of nursing, what a
tremendous human experience it is. What a
journey we have embarked upon, to assist
people to use the experience of illness as
a learning experience, to derive meaning
from the experience of illness. If we explore
the whole notion of nursing as caring, I
wonder where it would lead us. There are
many more definitions of what it means to
be a nurse.
"-

I leave it to you to explore and answer for
yourself and to start the journey on
attempting to define and describe the
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nature of nursing by making comparisons
with other people within the health care
system, in terms of role relationships and
what nursing is not. I am fearful that too
many people are attempting to carve out
black and white areas for the nature of
nursing versus medicine, rather than
considering shared competency, shared
natures so to speak. Too often I have
heard the kind of models which would be
developed as conflict models, the
physician as the enemy rather than as a
collaborator, having complementary
shared roles in which some areas we even
share competencies. Just recently, in the
Nursing Times and the Nursing Mirror, I
read some articles on some of the
developing discord between nursi'ng and
medicir)e.
As part of the change process, it is
important to keep communication
channels open, to inform our medical
colleagues and others in allied health
disciplines because health 9are system is
a system. In systems theory a change in
one part of the system requires changes in
other parts of the system as well. So we
must inform others as to what is happening
in our understanding and our approach to
nursing. One way to attempt to understand
nursing, is to look at complementary roles.
The medical model is one which the focus
is upon disease, a human being with a lot
of sickness, a little health, upon the effort
to reduce the illness, to cure. The
diagnostic system in medicine is .disease
diagnosis, the classification system, the
taxonomy is diagnosing disease. The
clinical judgement process in medicine is
essentially taking the history, making the
diagnosis, prescribing the treatment and
indicating progress. I presume that would
be similar to evaluation. In a
complementary role situation I think our
proper object as opposed to doctor's
proper object, is on the health promoting,
the selfcare, capabilities, increasing the
selfcare, rehabilitative, not curative. Our
focus is upon human response to illness.
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Not that we are not concerned with, or
don't relate to, the disease component of
the person experiencing suffering,
sickness, but our focus as nurses is on
human beings response to the illness. We
at this point in nursing are globally
beginning to develop a working
classification system to name what it is we
would attempt to identify as a nursing
problem. We are indicating, assessing
nursing problems not disease diagnosis.
The systematic process is the same
clinical judgement process. Nursing
Process is not new, systematic nursing is
not new. It isthe same process of
reasoning we use every day - that the
doctors have used in their clinical
judgement and which we term, in simple
terms, assessment, problem identification,
planning intervention and evaluation.
So that we come to the bottom line for
individual patients, we are not as nurses
diagnosing medical disease. I think this is
where we have gotten into trouble with our
medical colleagues. We are identifying
nursing problems, because nursing, I
think, is the assessment, planning and
provision of care for human responses to
actual or potential health problems. I think
in nursing we might be considered to be in
an adoles'cent phase. Adolescence comes
before adulthood and as you know the
task for adolescents is to understand who
we are, to establish and identify shared
relationships, as well as coming to terms
with polar possibilities that could influence
our future, freedom versus dependence.
I think it is a very exciting time, as
adolescence is, to be a nurse. Even more
exciting because we have the tools now
beginning to be put in place, not only in
one country but all over the world. We are
seeing this developing in nursing and I
think embarking on a tremendously
exciting period. I think we must learn to
honour excellence, which is what we are
talking about, even indeed to demand it in
nursing. But excellence is not an easy

quest or a pursuit and I would like to say
too that, people who don't do anything,
who don't try, don't fail. There will be failure
but I think there is no failure except In no
longer trying. We will make mistakes, there
will be hard moments, but what an
exhilarating experience to risk .. 1try to take
at least one risk a day. To reach the heart
of the competent care role, I think we need
to try, even as Sodie says in his poem 'The
Rose Garden' 'deep in the sea are riches
beyond compare, but if you seek safety
then stay on the shore'. Only the unwise,
however, I think, remain on the shore just
performing daily rituals, accepting their lot
and rational ising their unthinking
approach. The adventurers, you, I hope, go
out to the sea and seek in the depths
bringing richness and thoughtful and
productive outcomes for our patients, for
the health care sytem, for nursing, for
knowledge and even for ourselves.
Might I suppose that the sweet ache and
even joys of research, searching and
searching again and the use of a method
to provide for an appreciation of the
uniqueness available is the most
appropriate way by which we a~ persons
and as a profession will continue to be and
to grow.
Thank you very much for your patience.
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My theme is presented in the context of the
existing education system. I am doing that
quite deliberately because I think this
perhaps has to be thought about very
seriously, the immediate next steps in
basic nursing education. This is not
because I think we have an ideal or even
in fact a good nurse education system. I
may possibly say a bit more about that at
the end. I do think we need a lot of
changes in nurse education but what I am
going to say now can, I think, and hope, be
achieved within the confines of our
existing, very limited nurse education
system.
'
My ideas on nurse education have been
developing very much over the past ten
years. I first came across the Nursing
~rocess as a concept when I was working
In Belfast. I was fasinated with Penny's
analysis this morning when she showed
me in fact that over the past ten years, I
have been moving from a pragmatist
approach, to where I think I am now which
is humanist existential. This is where the
per::,on is central, whether that person is
pat,lent or student nurse and learning
insightful whether it is learning by the'
patient how to care for him or herself or
how to keep him or herself's family healthy
or learning by the student. That really puts
in perspective where I am now. I find it very
hard to distinguish which is the source of
this, whether it is my changing
understanding of nurse education or my
changing understanding or changed
understanding of nursing. Two things
come into my humanist existential frame
which is person centred so that, I think, is
where I start now with the student as the
centre of it all.
I am going to talk about some of the
aspects of the curriculum for student
nurses which are tied up with the Nursing
Process. I have cut out, I may say, a little
bit of my introduction because really,
Penny has done it all for me and I am
aware of constraints on time. I am going

straight on to the aspects of curriculum
that I want to talk about.
There are two aspects of curriculum: the
school based aspect and the hospital or
patients based aspect. With regard to the
school based aspect there are four
dimensions; syllabus content; the
programme or the timetable we use
whether we are talking about a weeks timetable or a three year timetable; the
teaching methods i.e., the styles or
strategies which are used and the exams.
The aspect of being hospital based is, I
think, very important. We need to look at
whether or not the students are practising
in an atmosphere where the Nursing
Process is accepted and even better,
valued.
This is something very important we have
to think of in relation to basic nurse
education in the context of the Nursing
~roc~ss; the actual practicalities in the way
In which the ward is run, whether the
Nursing Process is task· assignment, or
even if it is not the Nursing Process in full,
have we at least got patient centred
nursing practice in our wards? All of this in
som~ways, with regard to implementing the
Nursing Process in basic nursing
education, leads us to the question as to
which comes first, the practice area, the
ward or the hospital or the school of
nursing. Obviously it would be ideal if both
are valuing these together. Equally I am
quite sure that neither need wait for the
other, that if the people who are school
based, primarily school based, (I hope they
won't be totally), the full time teachers want
to start using this process of nursing ~s a
structure for their teaching, they need not
necessarily wait for the wards. I will come
back to this point and the effect of this on
students later. Equally if the clinical areas
are ready and enthusiastic and the school
seems to be dragging it's feet, there is no
need to wait for the school. It would
however, be preferable if both could start
together. I want to concentrate on syllabus
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content and teaching styles. We have been
very safe with the diagnostic based
structure for the syllabus. This certainly
was how I taught nursing and I think it was
how I was taught nursing.
The sort of headings I made out for my
students were based on that. For every
medical condition they had to study, .they
.had to know the diagnosis and the
symptoms, they had to know pathological
changes, they had to know the tests and
the identification, they had to know the
epidemiology of the condition and what
the likely prognosis was. They had to know
the medical or surgical treatment and they
had to know the nursing care which
usually came last on the list. I am sure you
will also realise where it came in relation to
the distribution of class time because it
seemed to come very much at the end. It
was very much routinised and it paid lip
service to the individual.
I think this is where we are familiar, where
to a very great extent we are comfortable.
This leads us to the question of what we
are to put in it's place? I think first of all we
probably need to find good descriptions of
nursing. We haveha:d some really exciting
ones this morning and also yesterday
when Betty Farmer was talking to us. She
mentioned Orem's model of nursing. I am
going to base my talk now on one of the
British models of nursing designed by
Nancy Roper, not necessarily because I
think it is the best, I have others that I like
very much and find very exciting. I think it
is the one that is p~rhaps closest t9 where
we are now and therefore the one which is
easiest to move towards. I am going to talk
about Roper's model of nursing as it is
based on the model of living, in which she
describes two continua i.e., individuals are
on a long continuum from conception to
death in their life span and also on a
continuum that they move backwards and
forwards on during their life, between
total dependence and being totally
independent. Roper devised a list of
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activities of living which she thinks of in
terms of preventing, in terms of looking
after oneself, comforting and seeking. A lot
of you are very familiar with this model I
know and I am not going to go into it in
enormous detail but I just think it is useful
to look at it as it might be associated with
an elderly person.
If we look at a model of living for an elderly
person, it shows us where that elderly
person is perhaps needing help from
nurses.
For example, you will see that he has. moved
down the dependence/independence
continuum in relation to his safety. He is
not very good at coping with his safety,
perhaps he is rather deaf and does not
hear cars coming on the road. He has also
moved down on the communicating level"
because again perhaps of deafness. He
can talk alright but maybe he dosen't hear
too well. As far as his respiratory system is
concerned he is in quite good form. He
breaths well, his eating and drinking and
his eliminating are alright but for some
other deficiency perhaps arthritis, he has
.difficulty with his personal cleansing and
dressing. Because of his ageing
vasomotor system he has difficulty in
controlling his body temperature and he
tends to feel very cold. Again because of
.his arthritis he has difficUlty with
mobilising.
But in other diamensions he is fully
independent. This is just simply looking at
somebody's activities of living and giving
us so.me idea of what kind of help he may
need.
Lets just again look in a little bit more
detail at the activities of living that Roper
proposes, that we use as a very simple
check list against which we can think
about what student nurses need to learn in
order to give patient care. This is very
familiar to you, safety, communicating,
eating and drinking, eliminating, personal
cleansing and dressing, maintaining body

temperature, mobilising, working and
playing, expressing sexuality, sleeping and
finally dying. From this Roper has
developed her model, which I like and
which I think is very useful. She has the
nursing components, the twelve activities
of living, she also includes the
dependency Ii ndependency conti nuum
and the life span continuum into it all
comes what we talk about all the time;
assessment of the patient, identification of
the patient's problem, statement of
expected outcomes and from that we can
develop planning, implementation and
evaluation.
In terms of what the syllabus should
include, I just want to look once more at
this concept, the Nursing Process, in a bit
more detail. The assessing of the patient
and the client leads us on to be able to
identify problems, those which have
actually occurred and those which may
occur, to plan, put that plan into action and
finally to evaluate.
It is with this kind of framework that I think
we do need a new syllabus. I think Roper's
model is very appropriate to where we are
now, for general nursing, for paediatric
nursing and for midwifery. I think it is
probably not suitable for psychiatric or for
mental handicapped nursing. I think other
models are more suitable there, but for the
moment I am just going to be thinking
about the Nursing Process as I have
described it. I want to think now about the
kind of things that will need to go into the
syllabus for student nurses, I suggest that
we probably need to be able to use
behavioural objectives in writing the
syllabus but that it is not essential to us,
that is not absol utely essential. I just want to
think a little bit more about what a student
nurse will need to learn in order to be able
to carry out one of the activities of living
and the one I have chosen is elimination.
Looking at Roper's model there are these
sides of it, I don't know why I choose this
one exactly, because when I started to
work out the functions involved, it all

seemed a bit lavatorial. On the'other hand,
as perhaps the public's image of us is still,
and not improperly, of the pretty nurse with
the bed pan and certainly the patient's
comfort and well being when they are
dependent, is very central. Perhaps I don't
mind quite so mUCh. But what I suggest is
that in order to be able to carry out these
functions, the nurses will need to be able
to provide place and privacy and utensils
for elimination.
She will be able to identify the patient's
problems and the nursing problems
especially those associated with being in
hospital, those associated with the disease
or the treatment regime or the diagnostic
tests that are being done or problems
associated with pain or discomfort or
disability relating to elimination. Then heor
she needs to be able to plan how to cope
with these. In order to implement the plan
there is a whole range of skills that are
needed. I don't pretend that these are
comprehensive but are some of the things
that nurses need to be able to do i.e., to
assist the patient if he or she is dependent;
is to deal with catheters and provide
catheter care, to prevent and treat
retention, to prevent and deal with
incontinence, to prevent or deal with
constipation, to dispose of excreta safely,
to teach the patient and perhaps the
patient's family to cope with stoma and so
on. There is a whole range of very practical
nursing skills associated with this. The
nurse will need to know the anatomy and
physiology of the urinary tract and of the
lower gastrointestinal tract, which of
course includes links with what the person
is eating or not eating, their diet, the normal
range of bladder or bowel habits. She
also needs to understand the psychosocial aspects of these activities,the
subjective; how the patient feels about
frequency and retention and the objective
effects of frequency and retention and also
for diarrhoea and constipation. The
pathology of the urinary tract and the lower
gastrointesti nal tract and the effects of that
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pathology on the patient must also be
included. I have presented a great list of
things. In fact it's not really all that different
from the content of the present general
nurse syllabus but what I suggest is, that it
is very big change of emphasis.
The emphasis is on the patient rather than
on the disorder and it is a emphasis on
what the nurse needs to be able to do
rather than on the traditional content of the
syllabus.
It is the change of emphasis rather than
the content, there is more to it than that I
think. That's just one example from an
acitivity of living. Certainly other syllabus
changes are needed. Let's just look at the
Nursing Process again in a little more
detailJWe are now looking at assessing
and what the nurse needs to be able to do
when he or she is assessing the patient
because they need to be able to gather
information by observation, by interviewing,
which of course is the focus of the video
which is being presented later on, whether
it is interviewing the patient or client or
interviewing members of their family or
whoever their significant others are, it also
includes getting information from reading
notes and other sources of information. In
order to be able to identify problems the
nurse needs to be able to have a
.
knowledge of the things that I have been
identifying and talking about, human
biology, psychology, sociology, pathology
and of this person's values and what they
hope for, from the health care system. All
this knowledge has to be not just rote
knowledge, memory knowledge but
information which can actually be applied
to the situation in relation to that person at
that moment. This involves collecting quite
a lot of information which of course is
where we get those who are not the
converted, saying to us "all this talk and
writing and what are we going to do with it
and I am much too busy for this".
To go on and think about what the nurse
has to do in order to plan what to do next.
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The plan has to be both immediate and
long-term and nurses have to be able to
look at the resources that are available.
The resources may include the person's
own resources, what they can do
themselves, their families resources, the
ward resources, the number of nurses
there are, the number of bathrooms there
are the number of dressing trollies there
are: the whole business of gathering these
together, seeing how th~y can be ~sed
and in that context looking at possible
solutions for the problems.
Planning also includes problem solving
and deciding the priorities, decision
making. Deciding the priorities inclu~es
identifying what is the most urgent thing to
be done in the context of this person's
needs and in a context of what resources
are available. The implications of this is
that a good deal of our priority work has
been a little bit like sticking used
hypodermic needles into a list. What we
really do need to think a little more
carefully about are the priorities for
care. I think one of the things we have to
bear in mind is that we are never, ever
going to be able to do everything an? it is
very important in basic nurse educatIon
that we shouldn't lead students to assume
this expectation that they are going to be
able to do everything. There are priorities
within nursing, things which must be done
or things that must be facilitated for the
patient, things that are desirable to be
done and things that are perhaps rather
nice extras if we have lots of time. I think it
is very important that students do learn this
aspect of selecting priorities because
otherwise, and especially with moving
more and more towards patient centred
nursing care, they are just going to get more
frightfully anxious if they think th~t every.
single patient has to have all their anXieties
alleviated. We just simply have to help
them to select the priorities of what is ideal
and· possible and this I think is vital.

That leads us on to actually implementing
the plan and giving nursing care. To do
this, of course, we have other things with
which we are so familiar, the practical
nursing skills. I put 'reassurance' in
inverted commas because in fact it
includes such awide range of skills and
abilities i.e., being with people, being
available to them and things like that. I
can't go into that at this moment. There are
also the skills of teaching patients.
Finally evaluation. In order to evaluate, to
judge or decide how successful or
unsuccessful the nursing care has been
the nurse needs to learn how to observe,
how to measure progress and how to
measure to some extent the patients or the
clients satisfaction.
The student ne.eds to learn a whole range
of things. She needs to learn the
theoretical knowledge. I would like once
again to link with some of the things that
Professor Penny was saying this morning,
about theory and practice going together
and all the other aspects of this. The
theoretical knnwledge is applied in
problem solving, in decision making and
also with the skills of observation and
interviewing,of physical care and technical
care, of reassuring, of teaching, of
measuring progress. Having said that, the
student needs a chance to learn all this
and this I suggest is where we move on
to the other main heading I took and this is
this aspect of teaching styl.es.
We need teaching styles which allow
students to learn these abilities and then to
apply them in different situations.
Lecturing, while very useful as a way of
learning the knowledge side of this and
also reading, will help the students acquire
the principles I have listed here. The
teaching styles that are required are those
which allow for a lot of activity learning.
Exercises in which the student learns to
observe, using observation games as well
as observation in the wards. There is one
phrase which one hears often "I've done

the OBS sister". It is a terrifying thought
that the vital signs are the only
observations that we make because they
are the ones which are written down on the
charts. Yes, they are important, but
observation is so much wider than this.
Activity learning also includes problem
solving and decision making, watching
people interview and then role playing it.
The chances of seeing a demonstration
and then being able to practice the
.physical skills is also important. The
experience of being reassured and
perhaps the opposite for the students. This
is a very important ingredient of learning
how to reassure - if one has experienced
this oneself. More and more I am
suggesting that teaching, or really and truly
I am now saying learning, should be
experiential. The student also needs to
practice teaching and using different
measures of progress. We had a mention
yesterday about measuring sizes of bed
sores and the whole aspect of building up
on indicators in nursing which help us to
measure progress.
All of these need to be learnt. A lot of this
in fact is happening now in the clinical
area in contact with patients. One of the
problems however, about this, and this
applies to all of us and particularly to
students, is that when we are with patients
we really feel that we have got to do it right
in such a way that the patient is in no way
harmed or damaged or comes to any
disaster. Yet this is not the way in which we
learn best, because I suggest to you that
students have a right to make mistakes. I
well remember coming across this
statement written by a Canadian nurse
called Star, and I found it absolutely
shattering because certainly in my own
training we were not allowed to make
mistakes. I may have been particularly
unluckly in where I was trained but we
were not allowed to make mistakes either
in the classroom where we got quite a lot
of scorn if we did make mistatkes or in the
ward.
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Students need to be able to make
mistakes or they will not learn. They will not
learn acceptable and adaptable
behaviours, and they will not learn to think
and explore and be innovative. I suggest
that we still want as few mistakes as
possible which will upset the patients. I
suggest that students need classroom
space and also within the school of
nursing it needs quite a lot of acceptance
that there will be activity on the students
part and some noise.
I think some of the other departments in
University College, Dublin wonder what it
is we really do but as many of the people
here today know, the tutor students spend
a certain amount of time, nota lot,
wandering around the corridors blindfold
leading each other around U.C.D. I think
this is an extremely useful way of learning .
all sorts of things and the tutor students in
their turn, I think, are doing it with their
students. What I mean by this is that it is
fairly bazarre activity and I think that
schools of nursing have to allow for much
more of this kind of activity in terms of
helping student nurses to learn some of
the skills that are involved.
In all this, what I am suggesting is that the
teaching styles I am asking for are those
which allow students to take active
responsibility for their own learning. I am
going to quote again from our first paper
this morning, I wrote it down as I thought it
appropriate, 'It takes a whole person to
respect a whole person'. Unless we help
our students to take responsibility for their
own learning and are active in this, they
are not likely to develop into the whole
people who will respect their patients as
whole people.
Earlier on I asked whether or not the ward,
clinical area or the school of nursing
comes first in developing the process of
nursing and I said, ideally both come
together. There are times however, when
these will be out of step since it depends
on the beliefs and values of the tutors and
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of the ward managers, unless we actually
have some kind of directive related to a
change of syllabus. It still will depend on
two people, however, whether or not the
students are being asked to practice the
process of nursing without learning it or
whether or not they are being asked to
learn about it with practicing it.
We will have problems during the
transition period. I want to think a little
about these not in the sense of making us
take fright at the problems because I am
, sure there is no need to take fright at them.
One such problem that I want to mention is
examinations.
We certainly need to get a system to really
test nursing ability and not just memory of
facts. This is another huge issue and is in
fact being worked on by An Bord Altranais
at present. Immediately we have the
question of the content of the exams Le.,
the wording of examination questions' - if
questions are worded relating to the
Nursing Process who is it fair to, the
student who has learnt the Nursing
Process, the student who has used the
Nursing Process or the student who has
done neither. In fact I suggest that we
should move over to include much more
overtly Nursing Process orientated
questions. By that I mean questions which
give the sfudents far more information
about the situation which they are being
asked to write about, so that it can be
related to imaginary patients or situations
or whatever.
I think that questions like this, if they are
well set and the student has already written
and heard of Nursing Process care
studies, he will be able to answer this type
of question satisfactorily even if they
haven't been really taught to use patient
centred nursing. I do think that we do need
a change in the exam questions very soon
indeed. At this moment I will make a
caveat because I think that probably we
can't press for this until we have had
adequate warning of the Board's belief

about nursing. The English General
Nursing Council brought out a document
in 1974 which looks at suggested
specification of nursing competence. I
think this is a very useful document for
those of us who set examinations. It uses
Henderson's model of nursing not actually
Roper's. This paper suggesting
specifications of nursing competence is
extremely useful in terms of content of
exam working. I think that this whole
business of having exams that are
increasingly person centred is really very
important. The whole business of
examinations is an enormous problem, but
I am going to just leave it at that point for
the moment.

system of nursing and to get the work
done". While this in many ways is an
inditement of nurse training programmes, I
think in a sort of back to front way we can
take this as a reassurance of the extent to
which students do adapt. They do adapt as
between one style of ward management
and another again I am sure we all
remember this very clearly. Just fairly
recently I had been talking to students
who have been moving between task
assignment wards and patient allocation
wards and they identified very much with
the same kind of things as Melia talks
about. The majority of them do prefer the
patient centered approaches, the patient
allocation or team nursing approach.

I want to think now for a moment about the
ward situation and about what actually
hap'pens to students when they are moving
between task assignment and patient
allocation. Wards - how do they adapt?
There are all sorts of different ways, I say
patient allocation but there are other ways
of organising patient centred nursing.
There was some very interesting work that
Melia did in the late 1970's when she was
looking at student nurses and how they
see their working world. She identified six
categories which describe the student
nurse's construction of nursing and these
categories are; learning and working,
getting the work done, learning the rules,
nursing in the dark, just passing through,
doing nursing versus being professional.
Through these six categories runs the
essential theme of 'fitting in' and this is
how student nurses, whom she interviewed
and explored this whole area in depth with,
responded. It is a lovely piece of qualitive
research. They saw their preparation for
becoming professional nurses as a
process of fitting in within these
categories. Melia said "In the light of these
categories, it can be argued that the
student experience does not prepare
students for the work of the staff nurse. It
does prepare them to pick up different
ways of working and to fit in with any given

I found this in the feedback to my.own very
small survey in Mercer's Hospital when
we were looking at the introduction of
patient allocation from task assignment
and the feedback on that was that most of
the students really did prefer it. A few of the
more senior students in that survey said,
no, they preferred the task assignment
because with patient allocation they still
had to do bedpans and things. You can't
blame them as this is the' sort of hierarchy
of nursing tasks that have been incorporated
during their three year training.
The other thing that students find about
patient allocation is that it is bit
uncomfortable because they have extra
anxiety, they have extra responsibility and
they also have the feeling that they could
always do more. They have never finished
the dressings, they never finished the
medicine round. They don't get the feeling
that it's all tidy and put away, with patient
allocation. In fact, providing they get
support and guidance from the registered
nurses, these slight negative things, the
anxieties and the increased responsibility
which really most of them enjoy, is much
better than the dehumanising aspect of
doing jobs all round.

a

What is really significant for students, is
the quality of the ward management, that it
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is planned nursing and that the ward
management is confident and supportive,
allows them to ask questions. Once again,
we are back to this notion, not just notion,
central point, that it is the ward sister, the
charge nurse who matters. That it is the
ward sister who is person centred, whether
it is patient or whether it is student, who is
constantly trying to improve care. Pembrey
showea this, she showed that the ward
sister who planned and organised care
best, did it on an individual patient basis.
Planning and organisation give students a
Sense of security even if they are being
challenged.
To sum up: In the traditional model what
the student knows about the patient is the
medical diagnosis and the treatment.
Probably what most of the nurses know is
the medical.diagnosis and the treatment
and more and more she is finding that that
is not enough, it is not very supportive to
just have the medical information. Fretwell
goes on to say that the ideal learning
environment is where the ward sister is
democratic rather than autocratic, is
patient orientated rater than Doctor and
Administrative orientated and where she
sees the student nurse as a learner rather
than a worker. If we can accept the thread
of fitting in as being the thread that links
students experiences now and if we could
also accept the ward sister or charge
nurse who values patient centred care,
who will also support students, there is no
need for everyone to change at the same
time.
Variations of planning nursing care need
not alarm us and there is no advantage in
waiting until all the ward sisters or charge
nurses change. There is a serious
consequence in implementing the Nursing
Process for all of us, whether we are
teachers or whether we are ward staff and
that is the realisation for those of us who
have been educated in traditional,
apprentice type schemes that we do need
more knowledge. We are going to be
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hearing more about this, this afternoon
when we think about the need for
continuing education. I want to go back to
my original point about the structure of
nursing education and now I am not
talking about this year but about the future.
I see that we, in fact, do need to have a
major look again at our basic nurse
education.
We need to have a system where students
have far more time for study and planned
care and where they need to be freed from
the demands of patient care that are not
connected with their curriculum. I am not
saying they are not to give care, they must
still give care and be part of the caring
team, but what they do on that team must
be dictated by their learning needs and
not by the need for another pair of hands
in the ward. I am sure that in the long-term,
we need to be very visionary and look
forward to a really major reorganisation of
basic nursing education and think of a
situation where students are really
students and have time to learn the sort of
things that I am advocating. I quite
deliberately tried to base this at where we
are at this minute and the changes that
can be made within the very near future
because I really do hope that more and
more we are going to be using the Nursing
Process and that we won't allow other
people to give the excuse "we can't
introduce it until we have better educated
student nurses". I think we can introduce it
now.
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I would like this afternoon to share with
you some of the problems, some of the
situations that we faced in Scotland while
introducing the Nursing Process. I don't
know of anywhere it is really working at
this stage but we are trying to direct some
efforts towards that direction. We are not
however terribly far ahead yet.
Judith Chavasse spoke this morning about
teaching Nursing Process in basic nurse
training programmes. I am going to touch
on the subject of in-service training needs
for those who are already qualified and
working. If success is to be achieved we
are going to have to tackle both the basic
and remedial activities together.
Before embarking on the substance of my
talk today, I have to say I do not like the
term Nursing Process. My antipathy
towards this has grown over the years
because nurses and others alike have
used the term to mean quite different
things. This has resulted in much
confusion and often lead to total failure in
communication as people have spoken of
the Nursing Process but have actually had
quite a different understanding or
interpretation of the words.
I don't know if you are aware of the present
acrimonious debate taking place in
England between the British Medical
Association and the Royal College of
Nursing. From what I have read of it in the
Press, it seems to me that each side is
failing to decide in any detail what they
mean by the words Nursing Process. They
are debating and arguing about peripheral
issues, apparently without seeing the need
to explain to one another what they mean by
the words Nursing Process. It is hard to
believe, that doctors, with understanding of
what nurses are tal~ing about would be
critical of our purpose. They have quite
justifable criticisms of some of the
laborious recording procedures which
have been introduced. I cannot see that
they will complain about something aimed
at providing better care for patients.

Because of the problems in England, the
Royal College of Nursing in Scotland
together with the Medical Royal Colleges
mounted a seminar in May of this year and
I was asked to give the paper on the
Nursing Process. I think it is true to say
that having heard the explanation, the
doctors were entirely happy with the aims.
They were glad to know what it was we
were talking about. I concur strongly with
Judith's statement this morning, that
examination questions should be much
more overt in asking about the Nursing
Process. We are after all talking about
nursing. I hope that in a few years time we
will not be using the term Nursing Process
at all, but will be reflecting the principles
in both education and practice and calling
it nursing. Until we reach this stage Nursing Process will be seen as a
separate entity, as if it is not essential. I
made this preamble because I would
stress the need to communicate with all
colleagues about the changes we are
making. If I can manage it, I do not intend
to use the words Nursing Process again
this afternoon. However, so that we all
know that we are talking about the same
thing, I would like to suggest that the two
main themes around which our present
professional debate is focused are, first of
all, identification of what professional
nursing means to to-day's society and
secondly, the introduction of a systematic
approach to the planning and execution of
nursing.
These are two quite distinct-entities. I think
much of the confusion has arisen because
they may not have been seen, either totally
or partly as one.
Professor Prophit gave you an overview of
the nature of nursing this morning. I think
you will agree that, in the absence of an
understanding of the purpose of nursing, it
is not possible to know what information is
required to introduce a systematic
approach to the planning and execution of
nursing. Therefore, if you see nursing as
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being solely concerned with the diagnosis
and treatment of medical conditions you
will not obtain information about the effect
of the medical problem on the patient's
ability to live normally.
Equally if you make assumptions about a
person's problem and describe their
problem as you see it, without knowledge
of what the individual thinks, you cannot
plan nursing which will truly meet the
needs of patient.
Whathas ali this to do with in-service
training? I think it highlights that we are
dealing with a very complex and difficult
subject, solutions will not be found
overnight and taking time is absolutely
essential if progress is to be made.
However, the slow progress must have
some purpose if a satisfactory outcome is
to be achieved. The ultimate outcome you
-are trying to achieve therefore should be
well understood by those you are leading
through the maze. You may deal with one
issue at a time and the goal should be
clear, if not you cOiJld end up with a jigsaw
puzzle, and none of the pieces fit together.
I believe we should be talking about both
in-service education and in-service
training. There is a distinct difference
between the two and I think it is a
combination of both which will be
required to take us to a satisfactory
conclusion. To illustrate this point, I have
extracted a couple of definitions from the
dictionary. Education being the
development ot a person's powers of mind
and training being practical instruction in
any profession and or handicraft.
Education therefore implies that
knowledge of a subject is sufficiently
sound to enable judgements to be made
and fundamental principles to be applied
without being ritualistic in approach.
Training on the other hand has the
connotation of repetition of an established
practice, where the repetitiveness begins
with competence and skill in the exclusion of
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a specific task. It is to move away from the
ritualistic and task centred approach that
all our efforts are currently being made.
It seems to me therefore, that before
progress can be made, a very well
organised programme of education about
the different approach to nursing which is
presently being debated must be
introduced. Then they can start to talk
realistically about the information which
will be needed to enable the principles to
be introduced. Then they can start to talk
about systems which will let this
information be pulled together and used to
plan care for individual patients.
A lot of effort has gone into devising
pieces of paper for writing down
information in a systematic way. It must be
remembered, however, that it is not the
form which matters, it is what is written on
it regardless of where or how this is
recorded. Education alone will give people
the knowledge and understanding of what
to write and how to write it.
It is always easy to be wise after the event,
but with hindsight I believe that in Scotland
we handled the education component
rather badly. We made certain assumptions
about people's levels.of knowledge and we
moved from there. Our basic assumption
should have been, that knowledge of the
approach being advocated was virtually nil
and certainly, even where people did have
some idea, they were totally lacking in
confidence and were often afraid to
express a view because they were unclear
about the correctness of their ideas.
Comments were often made by an
individual, having read an article in the
nursing press, that what was written was
not what they themselves understood and
that if something was published it must be
right and they themselves must be wrong.
What is often not appreciated is that
articles which are published are often a
representation of one individual's view
about how she has interpreted and

introduced aspects of change. It is,
therefore, not a definitive statement about
how a thing should be done, rather, it is an
expression of how a thing might be done.
However, without a basic understanding of
the principles, critical examination of a
presentation of details of one aspect
cannot be undertaken. Unfortunately in our
country at least, nurse education is only
beginning to move away from the
tradit.ional approach of teaching nursing
based on a medical model. This means
that much remedial activity has to be
undertaken. It also means that staff have to
come,themselves, to an understanding
that their practice could be improved. It
takes a brave and mature person to reach
the stage of admitting either that practice
could be improved or that they didn't know
as much about the subject as they thought
they did.
We are not, by and large, in the nursing
profession very good at participating
constructively in critical debate. While you
may wish to have large sessions of
imparting knowledge, I would suggest that
you stick to small discussion groups with a
sympathetic leader to enable people to be
at ease with each other and to spark ideas
off each other.
We haven't handled this too well in
Scotland and to try to remedy the situation,
we decided to mount a pilot programme of
in-service education. The idea was to carry
out three pilot programmes and then to put
the material together into a package which
could be used by people at local level. The
person to have responsibility for running
this would be identified in each situation
and ·before using the package all the
individuals would be brought together and
intructed in its use. I should say here, that
because of the time that was lost over the
years, the educational programme was
very condesned and not really ideal. It
was the best we felt we could do in the
time available and hopefully with people
who had at least some understanding of
what we were trying to achievp.

The first pilot programme was mounted in
June and consisted of three consecutive
days of lectures and discussion groups.
This was to be followed by six separate
days at approximately six weekly intervals.
Because the idea was to further
.
development at local level, we went to one
health board and placed a maximum of 12
on the numbers who could attend. In the
event, we got ten who came forward. The
ten staff, despite working on the same
fairly small health board, did not know'
each other so there was a somewhat edgy
start to the sessions. It was quite a
frightening experience to see how all the
members of the group quietly disintegrated
as they became aware that their
understanding was far short of what they,
or indeed we, had expected. The idea had
been that people could lead change in
their own areas and help to educate other
staff, like the effect of a spreading puddle.
It soon became clear that this could not
happen.
At the end of the second day those who
had organised it, had. the feeling that
things might have gone terrible wrong but
by the third day they suddenly relaxed,
came to terms with themselves and gelled
into a very good group. We made them set
objectives for themselves for what we
wanted them to do in their own particular
areas and encouraged them to contact
each other to talk over their ideas in the
days before the follow up sessions. We
have since had only two follow up
sessions and nobody has dropped out,
indeed, trying to get dates for the sessions
has been difficult because no one wanted
to miss one.
.
Two of the principal leaders, Betty Farmer
and myself are now withdrawing from the
group because, even in such a short time,
the group has become a very selfsufficient,
selfhelp group. We will go back if they ask
us for help but I don't envisage that this
will be necessary. I cite this example for
the fact that it was becoming so
frightening that at the end of all the
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organisation, people really did seem to fall
apart and then came together, got
confidence, talked with each other and in
fact found that they themselves had an
awful lot of knowledge that they didn't
realise they had,. and that they are working
together now, sharing ideas, coming
together in a very good selfhelp group.
This isone way forward. It does involve the
staff in quite a bit of time. I think the
approach was successful. Despite this
however, we stopped the activity because
the open university is presently preparing
an educational package which will be
available next year and it seemed an
unnecessary and time consuming
duplication of effort. Both our package and
the open university's package have about
36 hours in them and since you couldn't
expect people to do both we thought that
we would hold back and we get the new
open university package when it comes
forward sometime in the middle of 1984.
Another reason why education is so
necessary for the establishment of
principles is that the Nursing Process
cannot be introduced in the same way in
all clinical settings.
For example, while a very comprehensive
assessment of each indivi.dual maybe
required in a long term care situation,'a
more modified assessment may be all that
is required when the patient is in for a
short time and for a specific purpose.
Judgement is required about what
information is needed to plan nursing in
any given situation. This does not mean
just using an item of information on it's
own, it means using all the information.
which is available and it also means only
obtaining that which is going to be
required and relevant. I would like to give
you an example of this and although you
may think it is a silly example, it did
actually happen, as have many other
similar examples. A company director was
admitted to hospital for hemorrhoidectomy
and was asked by an over zealous student
nurse what his income was. The nurse was
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dUly and quite rightly told to mind her own
business. I leave you to imagine what that
did to that particular nurse patient
relationship. That situation need never
have arisen, the records would show both
the patients employment situation, where
he lived and the nurse would know why he
was in hospital. On the other hand the
person might have been unemployed, he
might have lived some distance from the
hospital or his employment might have
been effected by his illness, in that case
the question of income would have been a
quite legitimate question. Education
therefore is absolutely essential, to enable
people to make jUdgements about what
information is required ,and to recognise
options which are available and with this
understanding a situation of this type
should never arise. Having stressed the
need for education and I make no
apologies for taking so long to do it
because I think it is absolutly crucialto
success, meaningful progress will not be
made, I would now like to turn to training.
There are aspects where training will be
necessary. This again is something which
should be planned because very often,
knowledge gained in one sphere will have
an effect on how you approach another
stage.
The main areas where we have found a
need to think about training have been
identified by nurses themselves. Indeed,
I think it may be true to say that we
ourselves necessarily identified some of
the areas without the nurses having
highlighted them. One of the most
surprising areas to me and one that is
generally acknowledged by nurses as
being the most difficult, is with regard to
interviewing skills.
The issue is raised time and again as
being an area of difficulty and it is one of
the areas where we have probably
assumed an expertise that doesn't actually
exist. Looking back, however, at a personal
level, I don't remember ever being taught

anything about interviewing, non-verbal
communication and the like until this was
discussed at management courses where
the emphasises was on dealing with staff
in an interview situation. I certainly don't
ever remember the subject ever being
raised in relation to.interviewing patients.
Perhaps one of the most effective means
of training in this area is by using videos.
They can be used in a vaiety of ways. You·
can set up the situation of a bad interview,
though care has to be taken not to
exaggerate the faults to the point where
they become ridiculous, the message
might be lost because of this. You can set
up the situation of the ideal interview, or a
useful exercise is a combination of both
Le., the bad interview, some good group
discussion and then follow this with the
ideal interview. Another very useful
mechanism with the video is to institute
some role playing, where all participants
are involved and this, while it can be
artificial, can be good fun but still bring
home a very serious message. Many
people are very surprised at the way they
come over and can learn a great deal
about themselves from such an exercise. I
often wondered if videos are a response to
Robby Burn's heartfelf plea 'a wad some
pow'r the giftie gie us to see oursels as
others see us!"
Other difficulties centre mainly around the
definition of nursing problems and the
identification and statement of nursing
objectives.
We have not been used in nursing to
expressing ourselves as explictly and
clearly as we must now do if we are truly to
further our goal of introducing a systematic
approach to the planning of nursing for
individual patients. Bearing in mind that
evaluation is an integral part of the
systematic approach, evaluation cannot be
undertaken without a clear statement of
what you are trying to achieve. We might
write that a patient has a pressure sore on
his sacrum, but with nothing else written
we don't know if that means a blister or a

huge cavity sore. If we don't put down the
size of the sore and the depth of the sore,
how do we know if our nursing action is
helping it, leaving it as it was or if the sore
is getting worse. We would never write that
a patient with an elevation of temperature'
was hot without 'also writing the reading of
the thermometer but this is exactly the type
of thing we do in our writing in other
situations where measurements cannot be
taken. We must therefore be quite clear in
our use of particular words. This problem is
not peculiar to nursing. I read recently in
the British Medical Journal that a
rheumatologist was complaining about the
quality of reporting by doctors dealing with
patients with arthritic type problems. He
complained that the notes said something
like, doing well, when in fact the patients
functional status was diminishing. He was
making a plea that progress reports be
written in terms of what the patient could
do, for example, if he dropped something
on the floor, could he still bend to pick it
up and was there any change in this
function over the past six months and so
on. This is exactly the kind of expression ot
information needed for :nursing. It is not
sufficient to say that the patient has a
problem of mobility. If the reason for the
difficulty is not identified, then the
limitation imposed by the difficulty is not
described. Some kind of in-training
programme to help the nurses to learn to
identify nursing problems would be an
advantage.
Having learnt to state problems the next
stage is to understand the importance of .
making a clear statement of the purpose of
nursing, not just what you are trying to
achieve with a nursing action. This is often
expressed as stating the objective,
identifying the goal or describing the aim.
They all mean basically the same thing, so
don't get hung up on words. In nursing we
have never actually stated the outcome we
hope to achieve with nursing actions. It
seems to be taken for granted that
everyone knows what we are aiming for.
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This might be all right in some situations.
In a surgical unit one aim would be to
prevent wound infection and certain
nursing actions would be planned with this
in mind. Stating prevention of wound
infection in every case of routine surgery
might be a matter of stating the obvious.
Perhaps such a statement in this case is
not necessary. However, once we move
into other areas of nursing, the absence of
a statement of aim will mean that every
nurse working with a particular patient may
do something quite different for that
patient, for example, where the registered
nurses plan some kind of rehabilitation
programme aimed at the patient gaining
some degree of independence in dressing.
Part of the programme is for the patient to
put on a specific article of clothing. If this
is not known, the outcome being aimedlfor
will not be achieved. All the nursing staff
may do something different to the patient.

nursing plan which we saw recently was
headed 'Problem, Proposed Action,
Evaluation'. The constraints of these
headings virtually programmed the nurses
into certain thought patterns as they
sought information to conform with the
headings. I would not take issue with the
need to state the problem. What is missing
is the statement of aim as to what the
nursing action is meant to achieve and you
cannot therefore undertake evaluation or
the evaluation, if it happens, concerns the
nursing action and not the effect of the
nursing action. Recognising this is .
absolutely crucial to the successful
introduction of systematic nursing. What
we are looking for therefore is a statement
of the nursing problem, the objective of.
nursing action, a detailed description of
the nursing action to be introduced. All of
this allows the effect of the nursing action
to be evaluated.

Nurses have been guilty of being ritualistic
and task centred, but they have not always
been consistent in how they do the task,
something which is important in
rehabilitation. So there is a need for inservice education and training in this area
both in recognising the significance of
having to state the problem and objectives
and in becoming skillful in doing so.

You will notice that I merely list these. In
planning a system you have to avoid
duplication and different people might
decide on different methods. I am .not
going to make up a form and say, this is
the form you can use. These are four of the
areas however, that we have to have
information on. Where they are kept, where
they are recorded, is a matter for the
system you develop. The thinking therefore
inevitably comes first arid I am afraid, you
must consider documentation. Unfortunately many people have got hung up
in documentation and have often rejected
the principles of systematic nursing
because the system has been introduced
and it is clumsy and restricted.

I made a shong plea for the need for
education as a basic for all further
development in this area. I would like to
give you an example of the type of
difficulty that can arise if changes are
made without a background of knowledge.
A lot of emphasis has been placed on
deciding and introducing new documents
on which to record the different information
required for planning nursing. Often such
forms are imposed on nurses without
guidance on how they should be used. I
suspect the reason for giving no guidance
may be because the people imposing the
systems may, themselves, not have thought
through what they have been trying to
achieve. One such document called the
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Whatever documentation you use must be
carefully thought out and designed to
reflect the needs of your clinical area. The
problems normally associated with
documentation are many e.g. trying to
introduce a standard system to all clinical
areas which, I suggest, is not going to
work; not thinking enough about the
purpose of the documentation, what do we
want it to do for us?, Why is it useful? what

information do we need?; Imposing
documents throughout the hospital without
first trying them out; Introducing clumsy
systems requiring a lot of unnecessary
writing, duplication, and headings. Another
problem is documents which mix important
information with relatively unimportant
information as happens with the Kardex
System.
Documentation is an area where a lot of inservice training is required, particularly,
within the areas of recognising that there is
a need to determine it's purpose. Maybe
your existing documents are all right,
maybe it is what you are writing on them
that is not right. Maybe you can use what
you have got but, with education, write in a
different way. Develop a system which
should be able to stand up in any situation.
It should be able to stand up when you are
getting a lot of emergency admissions, it
should be able to stand up when there is a
staff shortage. The system is no good if it
breaks down because of any
administrative hang up. It must work under
any stress, in fact, it should be developed
to be able to work like that. Try the system
out. Let somebody play with it, change the
words around, ask what it means, amend it
if necessary and only then, once finalised
and agreed, train staff in it's use. Often
changes are made, forms are introduced
and people are not told what to do with
them or how to use them. While the form
might be basically useful, it falls apart
because of this.
So essentially, with regard to
documentation, you do not need to
conform to what other people have done.
Decide what you want to achieve and then
plan a system which will meet it. In
conclusion therefore, in-service training
programmes must be planned in a
systematic manner.
I have often said that introducing the
systematic method is like using the
Nursing Process to plan Nursing Process
and it really is the same thing. The

systematic method is required in planning
the change. Time must be taken so that full
understanding is achieved. Rushing or
working without a plan is a recipe for
frustration, confusion and will result in staff
being disgruntled.
If you are going to make changes, the
changes must be made by someone who
knows where everything is leading to.
Difficulties will be encountered, staff will
get fed up and there is a real need to have
a change agent, someone who staff can go
to to discuss problems and uncertainties. I
think one of the practical difficulties maybe
that in some places attempts are made to
undertake wholesale change, whilst
everyone should be involved in in-service
education and training programmes. I
think the actual changes should only take
place in a few well controlled situations
where staff are committed and are
prepared to accept the upheavals and the
trials and errors inevitable in implementing
major change. Such an approach adds
another dimension to in-service training,
i.e., when successful implementation has
been achieved, staff can be taken and
shown systematic nursing in practice.
Demonstrating the benefits of the
approach in practice will be the best inservice training programme of all.
In summary, therefore, I believe there is an
in-service training and education plan
which will meet your needs. That is,
education about the purpose and aims of
systematic nursing, in-service training on
specific topics. I have mentioned only a
few to-day, interviewing skills, identifying
and writing nursing problems, stating
nursing Objectives, developing a
documentation system, trying out the
system and sharing the developed system.
I think both of these will be facilitated by a
planned, comprehensive programme of
change, identification of change having
somebody to lead the chpnge and I think,
finally, but perhaps most important, peer
group support, talking with one another,
expressing views and trying out your ideas.
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LEARNING WITH PLAYLETS
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Learning and communication never
happen in a vacuum. Just as soon as you
commit yourself to any 'educational event',
whether that is a lecture or something like
viewing a playlet, you bring to that event a
considerable body of expectation, preexisting knowledge and, on occasion,
prejUdice. If you attend a conference, the
speakers' names or qualifications creat an
expectation before you actually get there.
A voice on a telephone creates a mental
picture of the person to whom you're
talking - and a set of attitudes to match.
And appearances are important too. How
people look, dress, present themselves
creates a reaction in other people.
So one of the key challenges facing all
training and all communications is to find
methods by which you can help people to
recognise and understand their own
attitudes and prejudices, because only
when they can do that can you help them
to modify their behaviour.
Traditionally, when we have set out to
develop people, to improve their coping
skills and behaviour, we have done it by
means of information input, hoping that the
receiver of this input of information will go
to work on it and adapt their behaviour as
a resu It. The problem is that most of us
would admit that our lives and attitudes
have not been essentially shaped by the
people who were 'information inputters'. On
the contrary, what shaped our attitudes
were the people who were attitude shapers
through their personalities, through their
beliefs, through how they exchanged the
insights that they had. So in training
people in personal skills, what you've got
to do is seek what are the things that help
people deepen insights, so that attitudes
within themselves can be challenged, and
the end product will be changed
behaviour. I believe that an important
possibility in getting people to come to
terms with their attitudes is the use of
drama. (Role-play I have reservations
about in the Irish context. Like Guinness, it

doesn't travel well, and tends to set up a
self-conscious defensiveness in the trainee
which acts as a positive barrier to learning
and to change). The suggestion that drama
could be used in this way led, ten years
ago to the use of video playlets as a trigger
for mental health education.
What happened was that many years ago a
priest from Waterford came to Dublin to
discuss a dilemma with me.
Over the years he'd been running
marvellous premarriage courses. His
problem was that at the end of them,
having brought in good speakers,
everybody went home after asking one or
two prefunctory questions. He said,
knowing the people involved, that they had
greater needs than that, they had 'fears,
they had worries, they had concerns but
there was no way he was able to get them
to respond, they tended to be too nervous
or quiet. And he was asking was there any
way we might create some sort of a
stimulus that would make the audience
interact and share their fears, their worries,
their'attitudes. He was suggesting little
dramas on key things that tended to .
happen in marriage.
He suspected that people wou Id' react to
them, and he was right, they did.
Following on from that, the Mental Health
Association of Ireland, one of whose jobs
is to try to educate people into anticipating
the stresses of life, decided that to have
playlets devised covering a number of the
key stress areas of life. The MHAI felt that if
they had very good triggers, then, in small
groups, they might be able to get people to
anticipate crises in their own lives, very
much in the way that the vaccination
model works in preventive medicine - you
give someone, in other words, a small dose
of what's going to ail them, and by it
working through the system, they are
prepared for the reality when it comes. In
the same way, the M HAl decided that if
you could give people a stress stimulus
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about a situation in their lives, even if that
situation hadn't happened to them,
assuming it is very dramatically and vividly
presented, and that you can then get the
people to discuss it, then, as a result,
people's attitudes and inevitably people's
behaviour will be changed,
That was the basis on which the M HAl
began to pioneer across the country a
series of playlets and also a method of
training people to be able to use these. An
Bord Altranais has now decided that this
system has considerable implications for
nurse training and as part of the Nursing
Process. The first double playlet in their
series, sponsored by Smith and Nephew,
is now available, and focuses on the
'interaction between a nurse and a newlyadmitted. elderly patient.
The playlet, which stars Marie Keane as
the patient and Dearbhla Molioy as the
nurse, has an immediate and very direct
impact on the watcher. Any nurse who,
having watched the programme, goes
back to duty in a ward where there is an
older person as a patient, would find it
extremely difficult not to act in the light of
what she had seen. It is impossible to
predict precisely how the nurse might act,
but she would certainly be conscious of
what she had experienced as she watched
the screen.
That is a key factor in the success of the
playlets as a teaching method. It is.quite
possible to go to a lecture on
'Nurse/patient interaction in the Geriatric
Context' and to walk straight back into the
ward and perform as if you'd never been to
the lecture. The difference in educational
possibilities between this method and
traditional methods is that its effects in real
action are significantly different.
Nor is there any deeply-plotted rigid
pattern of teaching required by this
method. You can deepen the insights
people get immediately after the playlet is
shown by simply turning to the group and·
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saying 'now, can we talk about those two
people?'.
The group leader then sits down with
trainee nurses in small groups, (no bigger
than twenty, and ideally twelve to fourteen)
and gets them to share their reactions in
more detail.
In that context, people are given a chance
to further develop their own insights, and
to having them shaped, developed and
influenced by what other people say.
As an outsider, I can vouch for the fact that
having done this with a group of nurses, I
learned more about the feel of a hospital
than I could have done even by one of
them standing up and talking about it in a
theoretical lecture.
That play does not contain information as
such.
It does not tell you 'here is how you nurse
a geriatric patient'. Nor is it saying 'here is
how you don't nurse a geriatric patient'.
It's simply saying 'here are two people
interacting in a busy hospital, watch it and
see what your reaction is'. There are,
nonetheless, points of information which
can emerge. But a vital factor is that the
group leader, the person handling the
discussion which follows a showing of one
of these playlets, does not have an
agenda, a series of knowledge - inputs
she's seeking an opportunity to insert. The
agenda for discussion is created by the
people who watch. It's their reactions that
are important. The classic bad training
approach is the one where the trainer
ignores that, and immediately limits the
potential for insight development by telling
the trainees what they should have seen.
What you must do is mine within the
viewing group to see what they thought
they saw, how they thought it could have
been different.'That's how change takes
place. There's nothing mysterious about it.
People will learn if you create the context
within which learning can take place.

Group A: Identifying Needs '
Presented by Miss Petronilla Martin·
The theme of our workshop was Identifying
Needs. The members of our team again
come from different disciplines, from
general nursing, psychiatry and midwifery.
The general nurses were from both training
hospitals and non training hospitals. The
group identified the needs of the patient
rather than the means of identifying those
needs. We not only identified the needs of
the patient, also some of the needs of the
nurse, of patient's relatives, of doctors and
other members of the caring team. The
patient's needs as we saw them, start with
basic physical needs i.e., need for food,
warmth, safety and sleep etc. Once these
basic needs are met, others become
apparent, the firstof these being the need
for information, this information can be
divided into:(i) nursing and medical information e.g.,
information about and the reasons for an
X-ray and the procedure which it involves.
'.

,

(ii) hotel type information e.g., the location
of the hospital facilities, Bathroom, TV
room, Shop, Bed Lights, Times of meals
etc.
(iii) the next need is for reassurance. The
need for reassurance can be partially met
and satisfied by good information and"
communication by the nursing staff and
others.
(iv) belonging. The patient needs to belong
As a team we thought that team nursing
and/or patient allocation goes a long way
in satisfying this need.
(v) social needs. These include problems
in the home or employment while the
patient is in hospital, problems they will
face when they are discharged and how
the nursing staff can help alleviate them for
patients.
(vi) patient morale especially those patients
who have gone through mutilating.surgery,
such as amputation or mastectomy.

Information and advice on the proper
prosthesis and its use before being
discharged is essential otherwise they will
not intergrate into the community properly.
(vii) spiritual needs. Each individual has a .
very personal need in this respect, Every
effort must be made on our part and on the
part of the other members of the care team
to make sure of patient's satisfation in this
respect,
As well as the needs that we have
mentioned, the patient may have other
needs according to their medical, surgical
or psychiatric condition for which they
were admitted and these cannot be
divorced from the patient's other needs
e.g. self-involvement and self-esteem.
Recognising the patient's needs in this area
can go a long way in maintaining and
improving the patient's independence.
In order to identify the patient's needs it
must be remembered that in the first 24
hours of admission patients may not be
forthcoming with their needs. There must
be therefore, a ongoing identification of
their needs during their stay in hospital.
Needs may change as the days go on. In
order to identify the actual needs of the
patient, it was thought, by the team, that it
is better that a nurse interviews the patient
without documentation and record the
information subsequently at the nurses
station. The reasoning for this was
because the patients, when they come in,
are interviewed by the houseman, S.H.O.'s,
medical and surgical registrars and then
the medical students. When they see us
coming with a piece of paper they naturally
get fed-up as was demonstrated on the
video this morning.
In order to get the required information
from the different types of patients,
different questions need to be asked in the
different disciplines of nursing. The needs
of nurses, which were identified, were
those of education, training and retraining
when necessary. Ability and skill in
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communication is very necessary in this
regard. It was thought that the nurse must
look. at, and think again about their role
and change it wher y necessary. The skill of
observation was discussed and our group
thought that retraining is required in this
area.
Finally, the needs of the medical
profession and other members of the care
team must be considered if they are to
accept the concept of the nurse as a
professional in his or her own right.
This need can be met by good
communication and in our approach to
nursing care. Communication will also help
_to breakdown hostile barriers where they
exist. In conclusion, we must adopt a
flexible approach to what is possible in a
very unique situation, because each
person we deal with is unique.
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Group B: Evaluating Care
Presented by: Mrs. Mary Courtney
Our group discussed evaluation of care
and we had great difficulty in defining
evaluation. there were four different
disciplines in our group and each
discipline felt that there was a different
focus particular to their discipline. We
agreed that evaluation describes the
effectiveness of care given. In judging how
effective we were, we had difficulty in
deciding how to achieve this. We went
through the activftiesof living, and
Maslow's theory and juggled between the
two of those. As we felt that the two were
interlinked and interdependent, we felt
every discipline could be accommodated
in some way under those two concepts.
Evaluation of the low visibility skills, we felt,
was very difficult if not impossible. In areas
such as one to one communication
between the nurse and the patient
selfevaluation plays an important role. The
nurse would honestly have to look at how
she communicated with the patient, how
she listened to him and whether she had
missed clues he had given her. If she had
missed clues to be honest with herself ar)d
ask, 'why she had missed them', was it
because she was afraid to face up to the
problem herself or because she was afraid
to say "I don't have the answer to that
question but I will look it up and come
back to you". The question of fear came up
again and again. Some people felt that
there was no element of fear while others
felt there was e.g., the fear of putting your
professional opinion into words, of signing
your name, of putting your reputation on
the line, the fear thaUhe collection of
words would not interpret those words as
you meant them. We came to the
conclusion that in dealing with this fear the
whole profession would have to be
_
educated. We also discussed the quality of
the nurse herself, the fact that the patient is
evaluating the nurse while the nurse is
evaluating the care she is giving him. That

the patient is looking at how we perform
during the day and relate to other patients
and.that he will make an evaluation of us
which will have an effect on how he will
allow us to relate to him.
The low visibility skills and how to evaluate
them could be discussed for days on end.
We have come up with no definite
conclusion other than the need for
education, selfevaluation and honesty on
the part of the nurse herself.
We decided on how we could evaiuate the
care of a patient undergoing minor
surgery, perhaps spending only four days
in hospital.
If he was asked on the way out if his stay
was satisfactory, he would probably say
yes and be delighted to be going home.
We gave thought to the idea of a
questionnaire, given to the patient on the
way out with a little build up to it so that
they would feel that they were helping to
improve the nursing care for the next
patient, if they filled it out honestly. It was
thought that there might be a need to code
this rather than have his name and
address filled up on it, and have the results
analysed and correlated and presented
every month in the same way as the
infection control results are sent around
every month in some hospitals. In this way
the ward would get a computerised
breakdown on the level of patient
satisfaction. Interpretation of this
information when it came back was
discussed. We felt that an experienced
person with an objective view of
statements that were made on the
questionnaire would be essential so that
they would be able to recognise whether
the bitterness and the normal gripes that
you can get, are based on fact or not. We
also gave thought to setting goals. We
discussed the difficulty nurses have with
words and making clear concise
statements. We also discussed long-term
and short-term goals and thought these
are essential and must be set. A new idea,

to me anyway, was put forward, the
concept of setting potential goals which
·are set for short periods and which, if they
are attainable, are incorporated into the
long-term plan of care. This was juggled
around with. We feel that the verbal skills
in setting goals ,will be a problem with us
for a few years. We felt that it was difficult
to discuss evaluation in isolation without
having a patient to look at or a car~ p!an..
Perhaps this reflects ~omethinge,lse that
we have to develop in nursing, the ability
to look at things in isolation with9LJt having
the patient in front orus, to concep~ualise .
and philosophise. It was howev~r, a
difficulty we had yesterday and the day
before.
In conclusion, we feel the more.educatiori
and competence we have- in nursing the
more we will be able to evaluate our care
and not be so frightened of putting .our
reputation on the line. '
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Group C: Documentation
Presented by Mr. Colin Griffiths
In his talk this morning, Tom Savage said
that "silence is th.e best means of
communication'~ which led me to think that
perhaps seven minutes 'of silence might
give you more to learn than what I am
going to say to you: However, what I want
to do is to try and reflect the views of the
group on Documentation.
I also want to, ~void going over material
thath~s been already covered in the other
sessions that w~ have hadiri the past few
days by loo~ing at some of the more
unusual ideas, by putting a slightly
different slant on what we have covered.
We felt that educatiori in the Nursing
Process was a basic that had to come
before any thinkirig about documentation.
What we didw8.s to look at how you would
educate the staff on a ward that was about
to start using the Nursing Process. We felt
that the input should consist of lectures
and workshops and any use of visual aids
that were available. We felt however that
the workshops should not only have
practical sessions but that they should
attempt to incorporate the accumulative
knowledge of the staff. If staff who had very
fixed ideas about the way in which things
should be done in the ward had their
problems, their objections incorporated in
the discussion and were then introduced
to the new material, that you might be able
to overcome an awful lot of the resistance
that would naturally exist initially. Secondly,
it was felt that any changes should be coordinated with the other disciplines in the
hospital. In other words that all members of
a multidisciplinary team should be made
aware of the changes in nursing technique
that were going to be implemented and
that they should be asked for their
opinions. The point being to try and get
some sort of universal agreement as to
how this would work, to try and eliminate
conflict between doctors, nurses and other
paramedics.
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The whole of this input, this change of
procedure, should be one that is initiated
and controlled by a change agent. the
responsibility of the change agent
includes further development and ongoing
staff education. That was the basis of the
education that we thought should come
before the documentation was developed.
With regard to the documentation we felt
the first thing was to start with a blank
sheet, since we weren't sure what exactly
should go into it. We considered at one
stage producing an example document to
present to you but we threw out that idea
on the basis that there is too many people
here from too many different disciplines..
What we wanted to do was to give a few
guidelines with regard to the development
of documentation. We felt that this would
be a dynamic document, since it will
change as experience and necessity
dictates. We didn't want to lay down any
firm structures a.bout it's content as we had
gone through that over the past few days.
We did feel that the document should be
assessed at various agreed intervals, in
other words that you might say "well every
three months we are going to assess
whether or not the document is actually
fulfilling the function that we intend it for".
We also thought the patient's views on the
content of the document should be
researched and taken into account while it
is being designed.
The need for confidentiality has been
spoken about before but we put it in .
because we felt it to be a pressing need
with regard to the documentation. Some
sort of procedure would have to be
evolved where the documents are
available to those who need to use them
but that confidentiality could be
maintained. We didn't have an awful lot to
say about the actual character of the
documents. We· felt however, the material .
in it should be precise, there should be no
abbreviations and that there should be no
ambiguity. Other points about the

documents we made we~e that, (i) you can
have a basic document with information
about AD.L. as the basic st~ucture which
could be used as a buildinQi block by alP
the specialities.

have it all on computer and to use endless
memory banks to store the material rather
than to have massive files. We felt that- it is
definitely worth looking into.

That we- felt would fit in with the notion of
the Nursing Process, looking after each
individual patient's needs. (ii) Eachi
speciality should adapt this basic
document to 5u'ittheir own needs. (iii) That
there was a need to avoid duplication in
the document.
Documents are as good as the information
that is put into them, I think that is true. I
think it is a point that needs to be said
because the document is only a structure
to enable us to gather the information
required to nurse the patient. As the video
showed this morning, there are varying
types of information, varying ways of
getting that information and of putting it
into the documents. We felt it must be
emphasised that this is only one factor in
the development of a good practice
thr.ough use of the Nursing Process. We
felt with regard to planned admissions that
taking a persons history beforehand would
be a useful·thing to do. The objection was
rai~ed on several occasions that there is
too much writing, that the writing interferes
with the nurses tir:ne, that she should
spen~:l n,Ursing on the ward. We felt that if
some system could be devised e.g., a child
is coming, in a weeks time, for a planned
operation, the child and his parents might
be met jn outpatients say a week before
the operation and that a lot of the
information could be accquired before he
came in. That would have the benefit of
saving the nurse's time on the ward: It
would also have the benefit of having a
room prepared with say toys that the child
liked. The last point we have to make was
about the use. of computers. It was pointed.
out that an, aw.fl!JI: loti of material cam,
accumulats,wt:lerill you have a patient who
is seriousl,yi ill: and whose care is' changing
quite rapidl.y. The neat solution to that is to
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Group 0: Introduction of the Nursing
Process
Presentea by Mrs. Frances Flynn
The theme of our workshop was the
introduction of the Nursing Process and
consisted of nurses from many different
disciplines i.e., general trained nurses,
psychiatric trained nurses and paediatric
trained nurses. We had representation from
administration, departmental heads and
staff nurses.
Our group felt that we must remember that
introducing the systematic approach in the
planning and delivery of care into the
existing system is the biggest change that
has occurred in the last fifty years of
nursing in Ireland. We are beginning to
modify attitudes, behaviours and values.
This will not be an easy task, dare I say
task. The changes in nursing practice will
be minimal or extensive depending on the
system of care we use for planning and
delivery and on the discipline in which we
are employed. Some of us felt for instance
that this change would not pertain to
psychiatric nursing, in particular, where
assessment is already in use and planning
of care is quite different to that used in
general nursing.
All in our group agreed that change
should always be accompained by careful
planning. Our group agreed that change
keeps one interested, alert challenged, and
prevents the apathy that was mentioned
i.e., coping with our daily work as nurses.
Introducing the Nursing Process, requires
time, expertise, flexibility, patience and
understanding of human behaviour. Many
people react adversely to threat. We all feel
threatened in the institutionalised and
standard type of procedures we are being
taught. All the group agreed that to
introduce change into the system we now
employ requires a change agent.
The Change Agent - we felt should be
selected for her/his capability as a person
and not because of their particular position
or qualification.
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As Sister Penny said, "It takes a whole '
person to respect a whole person". The
change agent should have skills in
interpersonal relationships: Since we are
talking about modifying attitudes,
behaviours and values. We felt that the
components of the Nursing Process could
be used to bring about the change, thal
one could asses,s, implement and evaluate
the method of implementation of Ghange.
We have said that change should be'
planned. In planning the change we must
educate all members of the hospit<;il team"
medical, nursing and paramedipal. The
change agent's role may also pe, wh'en the
change is taking place, to.support the.staff
in this transition from task orienta'tiori t6 , '
patient ~,entred care.
Our group looked atthe 'resources ' .
available to us to implementthe'NiJrsing'
Process. They felt that to implement' ou'r'
care, we needed time. That it should be a'
gradual transition rather than' rushing into'documentation'. That proper th'eciretical
'
understanding of the'basis of the Nursing''':
Process is 'necessary. We looked at ' . ,,';:'
nursing personnel, some of the group,felt;',
that staffing levels' might be inadequate;"";
that the shift work would interfere with'the',
Nursing Process and patient centred care: '
Doctor/Nurse relationships"should'be' '::,
changed,to:an open relationship'based on:
trust and acknowledgement Of each, otheY's
contribution .tothe patient care. The'
workload, the group felt i.e., theatre' lists,"~'
day cases, patients, coming in' ;fasting'ett.;'- "
-' "
would have to be modified.
The 'e~viro:nment in ~hich ~ha'nge iN'as.'. "
made must b.e conducive to learning. We '
also considered the equipment available '
to us to' introduce this transition from task,
assignment to' pa'tient allocation.' These are
just a few points that we raised, we,haven't
given 'you, any, answers but we have posed
questions, we hope. We concluded ou,r
workshop'by hoping, that 'our i)oints '
demonstrate to you that changesr:nust
occur but' to change the practice of

thousands of nurses in this country is a
mammoth task. We believe that it is only
through small groups that the catalyst for
change will emerge.
Nurses, rather than looking to others to
create this change, now recognize their
own responsibility to develop their
profession. I will quote from one of the
speakers yesterday "Change is the law of
life and those who look only to the present
, and the past are sure to miss the future".
Hopefully we shall see many changes in
this country in the future in our careers as
nurses, these changes need our help and
work, our participation and support.
However, the group felt that whatever
changes are visualised by the introduction
of the nursing process we must achieve
one main objective, the improving, the
quality and the care that we deliver to our
patients.

.
Group' E: Reporting
Presented by Miss O'Reilly
The theme of our workshop was reporting
and we looked at three main issues..
The first issue we looked at was the·current
trends in reporting. Because we had·so
many people from different disciplir)es it
was very hard to cOryle to Cl.general .
conclusion. I think we will briefly go over
all of 'those and you will re:cognise the ,
same trends in our cu';'·r'ent 'reporting and in
'
your own area of pra~tice:"'"
,

;

....

The second issue Wp,S problem areas that
we all identify in our curren~ system of
reporting and the third, chC!-nge needed in
our reporting. We tried.to ~ome up with
some practical, positive guic:lelines, all
through the use of the systematic
approach in the Nursing Process.,
We looked at current trends under the
headings - why - where and what - who'
and how.
' .
'
Why report? The aim of rep,orting we' :
decided, was to communicate t6 our"' staff,
to our nursing team for good continLJify"of
care. We all agreed that the aim of,. I" .: . .
reporting should be to give through t.he
assessment of patients and through the
patient's history an outline of the care that "
the patient is receivi ng or wi II receive arid" ,
an outline for evalu'ating care. SO'strai'ght '
'
away we had the idea of the systematic
approach, the Nursing prcic~ss ,in that aim.
To go briefly through the other question.s,
where, mostly it is done in the wa"rd sister's
office., One member said reporting took '
place in the ward, walking around from
bed to bed. When? Three to four times in
24 hours depending on the si'tuation, that
was the general conclusion. Some
instances on a dailY,weekly and monthly
basis through conferences etc., mainly in
the psychiatric field.
'
Who? Usually the sister in change but
again staff nurses and student nurses. It
seems to be .common practice .for the
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hierarchy to report to the hierarchy and the
lower order report to the lower order.
How? Both written and verbal·reporting
are used. Written being in the morning and
evening report books and verbal at
specific times during the day, at hand over
times, after the doctor's rounds and in
some areas they were very lucky to
organise it on a continual basis.
What did we report? This was the problem .
.The what did not comply with the why. We
all said the aim was to give an accurate
knowledge of why the patient was here,
what care was planned and to evaluate.
But when it came to deciding what we
actually report today. Many felt that while
there is a lot of irrelevant information, we
basically do report what the progress of
the patient's care is ..

We identified some of the main problems
under the headings of:Environment,Time, Material, Staff.
A lot of environments are unsuitable. If
reporting takes place in the office of the
sister,the phone is continuously ringing
the docters· are. continuously interrupting,
people are' coming 'out, even the patient is
a problem,'he ·is calling for people when
he shouldn't be.
-

.

.

Time. Lengthy reports are often
unnecessary but when they are necessary
time is limited .in a lolof areas. The group
felt that the shifts or the- duty roster do not
allow. for good timing of reporting ..

The Material reported. Accurate and .
relevant information is certainly reported.
But so· is an awful lot that is inaccurate aQd .
irrelevant. Students do not understand theterminology that we, the hierarchy, often
use. Abbreviations that mean something to
. somebody, but don't mean anything to.the
majority are often used. One member of the
group cited an example of how a ward
sister in giving her report to a student·
nurse of a very ill patient said, "Patient had
a comfortable morning but was still going
down hill" and the studnet nurse at the end
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of her shift said, "Well, the patient reached
the end of the hill at 5.30pm". So thank
God, that student at least understood that
terminology.
.
Staff Arrangements. Hierarchy reporting
to hierarchy, students reporting to students
and the student lack of training in
reporting is a problem. The group all
agreed that what is lacking is training in
interviewing and reporting.

What is our desired change in reporting?
As I said,use of the Nursing Proces's is the
answer and going through those briefly,
the answers are simple. The environment
which we said was unsuitable must be
made more suitable and this must be
adapted to each situation. We could say
"cushy chairs and wine all round" but
everybody has to adapt it to their own
situation. The main aim through is to keep
the patient at the centre. If we are using
the nursing process, only the people who
are looking after individual patients need
come to report. This means that the whole
14 or 15 staff are not in the office at the
same time and patients are not left alone.
The main aim of the choice of environment
is, whether it is in the office or in the ward,
should ensure that the patients are looked
after while at the same time people are
getting their report.
Time. Each person must 10Qk at their off
duty roster and change it if necessary
again to suit the situation that they are in,
making sure that patients are the centre,
that patients are not neglected due to the
long length of reports.
Material and the information reported.
Terminology should be simple and
abbreviation should not be used. If the
material that is reported is based on the
idea of the systematic approach to
nursing we can give a brief outline of why
the patient came in, history, assessment,
what care is planned. For those who know
all of that previously there is only need to
give the evaluation of a patient's care.

Staff Arrangements,· Who Reports? .
The person looking after a group of
patients or if the system used is team
nursing, the leader of the team. Only the
.
person involved in the care of that
patient need report. There should only be
one general report in '24 hours. The patient
must be involved, that was the main theme.
of the video this morning, the woman
asking "how many times do I have to say
this, don't you people communicate?" That
is what the main aim of reporting is,
communicating. Yet a patient will say "do
you not communicate". The patient must
be involved, the patient must know that
whatthey·are saying to you is important
and that it,will be reported and not
forgotten. Patients must not be kept in the
ward while' staff drift to the office, they
must be the centre of reporting.

Group F: Student Participa~ion in the
Nursing Process
Presented by Miss E. Clark
.
.
The theme was divided into two main areas',
the first being the theoretical input and
secondly the clinical setting.
The theoretical input, it was decided that
the theoretical input should take place
ideally in the first year of training, when the
nurse should gain knolwedge in the four
components of the Nursing Process. The
group felt that to bring about this input in
the educational field there is a need for a
change in the syllabus and also a change
in the format of the examination system.
The Clinical Setting. The student nurse
with the help of a qualified nurse or team
leader could develop the skills of
assessing and of the interviewing
techniques. It was felt that the student
nurse should be given adequate guidance
with some plan to follow and that the
patient is informed why the information is
being required. The nurse should
understand what she is doing and why she
is doing it. She would need guidance and
supervision in identifying problems and
patient's needs, planning their care and
giving the care. It was also agreed that
they should be encouraged to draw up the
care plans, give the reports at reporting time
during the change of staff. It was also felt
that the student nurse, if at all possible
should accompany the doctors on the
round. This is not always feasible in the
practical situation. Many points were
raised during the discussion. It was felt
that the student nurse, using the Nursing
Process would have an increased learning
opportunity, it would lead to better patient
, care and more job satisfaction from a staff
point of view. There was a query about
student nurses giving information about
their patients to visitors. As you know now,
student nurses are not allowed to give any
information. We couldn't come to any
agreement with regard to whether student
nurses should be allowed to give some
information.
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If there is a change in the educational
system with regard to implementing the
Nursing Process, (it was suggested), that
the student teacher'ratio was inadequate
and it would have to be increased.
In conclusion, the group felt that the
Nursing Process is an ongoing process
and that the student nurse will have a big
part to play in implementing it.

Group G. Working with the Nursing
Process.
Presented by Miss T. Stockwell
First of all I would like to" let you know that
the title of our workshop is not in fact as
stated, Working with the Nursing Process.
The reason we decided to change the title
was that in this particular group of 14 or
15, only two were actually wQrking with the
Nursing Process.
Many were familiar with the theory bfthe
Nursing Process, some were in fact only
just learning the basic theory so we felt
that it would be a bit unfair·to expect.the
. people who didn't know anything about it
to have an input. We had a most
interesting and most informative three
hours together of sharing or pooling ideas.
We came up with one simple title which is
'Identification of Problems' associated
with the use of the Nursing Process and
some ways of solving these problems.
The group consisted of people who were
from the general field, maternity,
orthopaedic and psychiatric. We had one
convert I think, because at the end of the
session one of the people has now
become totally committed and is going to
return to her hospital and start at least
thinking about bringing this thing to
fruition. The first thing that came up from
the psychiatric field and it was something
which we touched on before - Ethical and
Legal Implications of increased
documentation particularly in the
psychiatric discipline. This question was
directed yesterday to the panel and I have
since spoken to the one member who felt
that this problem was of particular concern
to them. He didn't feel that the answer he
received was adequate and he still feels
that there is a need for research, much
further research in this area in the
psychiatric discipline.
The second issue was history taking and
documentation. There is a need for all
students, staff nurses and ward sisters to
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develop the technique of interviewing, an ,
. area where ,nurses have neVE'r been before.
Some'staff would fino this task very simple,
others would find it a nightmare, a
daunting experience. The idea of the
p"atient filling in his own hi~tory sheet
appealed to us very much as described to
us on the first morning. We feel that it gives
the patient the feeling of participating and
also saves time for the nurse, This may in,
fact be,an example of what the World
Health Organisation is talking ,about, the
idea of the patient becoming an active
particip.ant in his own care.

.very start and explaining to them that .
,working this together as a team would,
ultimately provide for better patient,care.
Another issue which may cause problems
is the r.esistanceamong nurses. As .
Margaret Clark pointed out so clearly to us ..
yesterday, we shouldn't really waste too .
much time trying to convert·them. If they'
are not convertable we should try to work'
around them. In conclusion, I personally
look forward to these seminars becoming
an annual event until the Nursing Process
is firmly established throughout all nursing
disciplin~s within th,is country.'
.

The group felt that role conflict for the ward
sister or charge nurse' was another issue.
Some ward 'sisters ma'y feel that their role
is being threatened by'the greater
involvement of staff nUrses and students in
the planni.ng and implementation of patient
care. A change in attitude, we felt, was
needed by ward sisters. We need to see
the ward sister as·part of the real team
rather than being the ultimate decision
maker as she was previously. This is
perhaps an area where the ward sister may
become more of a manager. The greater
involvement of the s.tudent nurse is going
to lead to more student nurse participation
in decision making, with the possible result
of role uncertainty for ward sisters and
indeed ward managers. There was a
feeling that without the continued support
and involvement of matrons and principal
tutors it is difficult to sustain development
on the wards.
An Bord Altranais would perhaps like to
consider running at least, a day seminar
for these two so very important groups
within the profession.
Some members of the group felt that the
medical staff may object to nurses using
terminology which has hitherto been their
prerogative e.g., the word diagnosis
feelirg that nurses are in competition with
them.
We felt that this problem could be resolved
by involving them in the process from the
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Group H. Introducing Process'into the
Community.
Presented by Miss S. Arm~lrong
We posed the questioflin the light 01 all we
have read and particularly all we have
.heard in these three days, do we think it is
a good idea to introduce the Nursing
Process into the community?
AUer some discussion we agreed, yes, .
every effort, shpuld and musl be made 10
implement the Nursing Process in
community. II was acknowledged that
while in community nursing is patient .'
orientated, it would be wrong to assume
that every community nurse approaches a
patient with a philosophy 01 the Nursing
Process or gives total patient care.
Unfortunately there are nurses who will still
remain 'task orientated in a patient
orientated community. We also agreed that
documentation should be delayed for Ihe
present, Ihe priority being to change
altitudes and orientate staff to the
systematic approach to patient care.
A very real difficulty which we felt would
have to be overcome in community was
that of supporting and guiding nurses
during the implementation of the process.
Those nurses who are working in isolation
do need support and guidance which is
not always easy to give. II was also agreed
that a systematic approach to the ongoing
education of community nurses is a prerequisite to the implementation of the
Nursing Process and that this approach to
nursing must be built into the public heallh
nursing syllabus. In discussion 01 our role
in prevenlive nursing, that is in child heallh
and in geriatric surveillance and also our
role in curative nursing, we felt we should
initially concentrate on our curative role
and geriatric surveillance. We hoped then
that when the change to child health would
come that it would be painless because
the altitude would already have changed
and possibly it would be merely a drafting
of documentation.

gO

On the positive side, we tell that there are
factors in community which would make Ihe' irf]pl~mentatibn qr' th{-~ process less
dil!icull lor us 'and lor our cnllfl<:lgues in
.'
hospitals. These include:' (1) Ihal';:lll
nursing sial! in communilY'are qualified in
their profession (2) that there is consislent
nurse/patient relationship in communily.
This means'thrtt the nurse who woulrJ
assess the patient's needs, draws up her
nursing care plan, implements that plan
anq laler re-evaluates the nursing needs of
her patient. (3) the community nurse also
has the advantage of interviewing and
assessing the patient in his or her own
home and SQ is in Cl position to observe
contributing factors 10 ill heallh which
possibly the patient may not be conscious
. or aware of.
Concluding the workshop, the group
agreed that a great deal of ground work
needs to be done in disseminating
information. To generate desire lor
knowledge and understanding ollhe
systematic approach to nursing. The
discussion generated a very real
enthusiasm and those present look
forward to being able to get the
publication of lectures given during this
seminar which they hope to use as a basis
lor discussion with their colleagues.
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAMME

NURSING PROCESS

Seminar 27th, 28th and
29th September 1983
Monday 26th September
6.00p.m.-8.00p.m.
Registration.
8.00p.m.
Buffet Reception and Official Opening
by Ald. Mrs. J. Barlow, President,
An Bord Altranais.
Tuesday 27th September
Setting the Scene
9.00a.m.
World Health Organisation Programme and
Developments,
Miss E. Farmer,
Programme Manager, WHO Medium"term
Programme on Nursing/Midwifery.
Chairperson,
Miss Kathleen Keane,
Chief Education Officer,
An Bord Altranais.
10.45a.m.
Coffee.
11.15a.m. .
National Developments,
Speakers from the major disciplines
currently engaged in the Programme of
Development:
Mrs. M. Courtney, Night Sister,
Meath Hospital, Dublin 2.
Ms. M. O'Caliaghan, Ward Sister,
Regional Hospital, Wilton, Cork.
Mrs. J. O'Neill, Assistant Matron,
St. Mary's Hospital, Phoenix Park,
Dublin 7.
Mr. Colin Griffiths, Charge Nurse,
Stewart's Hospital, Palmerstown,
Dublin 20.
Chairperson,
Miss Kathleen Keane.

12.30p.m.
Lunch.
2.00p.m.
The Management of Change.
Miss E. Farmer,
Chairperson,
Donal O'Sullivan,
Programme Manager,
Southern Health Board.
3.30p.m.
Group Workshop.
5.30p.m.
End of Session.
8.00p.m.
Dinner
Wednesday 28th September
9.00a.m.
"On the Nature of Nursing",
Sister Penny Prophit,
Director of Nursing Research Unit,
Department of Nursing Studies,
Edinburgh University.
Chairperson,
Miss E. Kelly,
Matron,
St. Finbarr's Hospital,
Cork.
11.00a.m.
Coffee
11.15a.m.
The Nursing Process and Basic Nurse
Education.
Miss Judith Chavasse, Director,
Nurse Tutor Course,
University College Dublin,
Chairperson,
Miss E. Kelly.
12.30p.m.
Lunch.
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2.00p.m.
In-Service Training Needs.
Miss Margaret Clark,
Nursing Officer Research, S.S.HD.,
Edinburgh.
Chairperson,
Matthew Flynn,
Director of Nursing,
Cregg House,
Sligo.
2.30p.m.
Group Wo(kshops.
5.30p.m.
End of Session.
8.OOp.m.
Seminar Banquet.
Thursday 29th September
9.00a.m.
Presentation of An Bord Altranais Video "Identifying Problems".
Tom Savage,
Broadcaster and Journalist.
Chairperson,
Sr. U. Poetschki·
Ardkeen Hospital, Waterford.
11.00a.m.
Coffee.
11.15a.m.
Workshop Reports.
Chairperson, _.
Mrs. Eithne O'Donnell,
Education Officer,
An Bord Altranais.
12.15p.m.
Closing Address,
Noel Daly,
Chief Executive Officer,
An Bord Altranais.
12.30p.m.
Lunch and Departure.
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WORKSHOP PROGRAMME
There are seven workshops as follows:-

Topic
A. Identifying Needs

Chairman
Miss P. Martin,
St. Vincent's Hospital,
Elm Park,
Dublin 4.

B. Evaluating Care

Mrs. Courtney,
Meath Hospital,
Dublin 8.

C. Documentation

Mr. Colin Griffiths,
Charge Nurse,
Stewart's Hospital,
Palmerstown,
Dublin 20.

D. Introducing the Nursing Process

Mrs. Frances Flynn,
County Hospital,
Tralee,
Co. Kerry.

E. Reporting

Miss R. Sadlier,
Regional Hospital,
Dooradoyle,
Co. Limerick.·

F. Student participation in the
Nursing Process

Miss Eileen Clarke,
Meath Hospital,
Dubin 8.

G. Working with the Nursing Process

Miss Therese Stockwell,
Baggot Street Hospital,
Dublin 4.

H. Introducing the Nursing Process

Miss S. Armstrong,
Community Care,
Eastern Health Board.

The objectives of these workshops are:
(i) to allow participants exchange views and share the experience of implementing
the Nursing Process.
(ii) to give participants the opportunity to discuss strategies for implementing the
four stages of the Nursing Process.
(iii) to allow all participants to discuss problems particular to their own area and
seek solutions to these problems through discussion.
(iv) to give any participant who has no experience in using the Nursing Process an
overview of the different stages and methods of introducing the Nursing Process.

APPENDIX D
NURSING PROCESS
List of participating centres:
Portuncula Hospital, Ballinasloe,
Contact Person: Miss N. Cahill (War,d Sister)
Meath Hospital, Dublin,
Contact Person:' Miss M.E. Clarke (Ward Sister)
S1. Vincent's Hospital, Fairview, Dublin,
Contact Person: Ms. M. Davis (Staff Nurse)
Sligo General Hospital,
Contact Person: Miss U. McCormack (Ward Sister)
Mater Misericordiae Hospital, Dublin,
Contact Person: Miss M. Gilsenan (Assisfant Matron)
Letterkenny General Hospital, Donegal,
Contact Person: Mrs. M. Diver (Ward Sister)
Stewart's Hospital, Palmerstown, Dublin 20,
Contact Person: Mr. Colin Griffiths,(Charge Nurse)
S1. James's Hospital, James's Street, Dublin 8.
Contact Person: Miss K. Purcell, (Nurse Planning Officer)
James Connolly Memorial Hospital, Blanchardstown, Co. Dublin.
Contact Person: Miss M. Horgan (Ward Sister)
S1. Finbarr's Hospital, Cork,
Contact Person: Miss E. Kelly (Matron)
St. Vincent's Hospital, Elm Park, Dublin 4.
Contact Person: Miss P. Martin, (Unit Nursing Officer)
Regional Hospital, Cork,
Contact Person: Sr. Marie McCarthy (Unit Nursing Officer)
Regional Hospital, Newcastle, Galway,
Contact Person: Miss M. McNicholas (Nurse Tutor)
S1. Mary's Hospital, Phoenix Park, Dublin,
Contact Person: Mrs. Joan O'Neill, (Assistant Matron)
S1. Laurence's Hospital, North Brunswick Street, Dublin 7.
Contact Person: Miss Margaret O'Reilly, (Ward Sister)
Ardkeen Hospital, Waterford,
.
Contact Person: Sr. Ursula Poetschki (Principal Tutor)
Regional Hospital, Dooradoyle, Limerick,
Contact Person: Mrs. A. Kenny (Assistant Marton)
Baggot Street Hospital, Dubin 4.
Contact Person: Miss Therese Stockwell, (Ward Sister)
Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital, Drogheda,
Contact Person: Sister Edel Weir (Assistant Matron)..
Tralee General Hospital, Kerry,
Contact Person: Mrs. Frances Flynn (Clinical Teacher).
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